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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
1 
‘.4.Inited Press Intematic nal
1Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Se far there will be thirty-five
vmes on the ballot for the May
rr primary.
Six persons seek the office of
Sheriff, John B. Watson, John
Lowery Parker, Clyde Steele,
M. C. Major, James E. King and
Lance E. Booth.
This canting Saturday, April 12,
is the deadline for filing for
Office.
Mrs. Glenda Brown 11111 of 1706
Keeneland brings in some old
clippings. We ran one of them
some time ago. This one con-
cerned a man who was leaving
for the Oregon Territory and
was selling out his possessions
' Son March 1, 1842.
One large loom made by Jerry
Wilson was one of the items.
Others were a sixty gallon soap
kettle, a 32 caliber rifle bullet
mold and powder horn made by
Ben Miller and. six Negro slaves.
Mrs. Hill's mother and father
live on Murray Route Four and
ill& grandmother, Mrs. Amy
James Brown lives on Route
Four also. A grandfather was
W. A. Jackson and a grandmo-
ther was Mrs. Jane Jackson.
One of the clippings concerned
Mrs. Jane Jackson who died on
November 5, 1910 and the story
was written by Sarah Ellis
Smotherman. Part of it reads
"The day before she died, It
111
(Continued on Back Page)
93 Year Old
Woman Dies
a Miss Laura Kelso of Lynn
Grove who was 93 years of age
was Claimed by death Wednes-
day at 1:45 p.m. at the West-
view Nursing Home. Her death
was due to complications fol-
iota an extended illness.deceased was a member
of the Beech Grove Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church. She
thS born May 12, 1875, to the
late James B. Kelso and Jane*
Breach Kelso of Calloway
Oranty.
Kiss Kelso is survived by her
bather and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Jahn G. Kelso of Lynn Grove
Saute One, and several nieces
Ød nephews including the fol-
lowing from Calloway County:
Mrs. Luck Burt, Mrs. Dessert
Caldwell, Mrs. Eunice Willis,
Kr,. Ethel Miller, Ernest Eel-
'1110, Uric Kelso, Walter Jones,
aid Burnard Jones.
euneral services were held
Way at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max H. Churchill Fun-
erel Hoene with Rev Dewayne
Franklin officiating.
Pallbearers were Glenn Kel-
so, Glen Rogers, Codie Cald-
well, Charles Caldwell, Howard
Kele°, and Hardy Kebio.
• Interment was in the Beech
Grove Cemetery with the ar-
nusgernents by the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Fire Department
Answers Call
The Murray Fire Department
answered a call Wednesday a-
...boat 10:30 am. to the home of
Chester Martin at 411 North
Second Street.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
said a pile of old lumber was
burning. The firemen exting-
uished the flames which were
tluilitening two buildings near-
by.
NOW YOU KNOW
•
by United Press International
The town of Enterprise, Ala,
has a statue to a boll weevil in
Its town square in recognition
of the insect's role in a cotton
crop failure that forced t he
town into a more profitable in.
dustry
ATTENDS ME ET
Forrest Priddy of Murray at
tended the meeting of the May.
field Rotary Club on Monday.
Miss Jan Wrather, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Wrather of
Mayfield, formerly of Murray.
presented s program of folk
singing at the meeting She is
a. senior at Mayfield High
SChool.
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
"-91111161Ths.r..=11b—
•
In Our 80th Year Murray, Ky.,
Melanie Boyd
Miss Melanie Boyd
Sorority President
Miss Melanie Boyd, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William M.
Boyd of Murray, has been elect-
ed president of Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority at Murray State
University.
The Murray girl is a sopho-
more majoring in elementary
education. She is a graduate of
Murray High School.
Two Car Collision
Occurs Here; Sixth
For Month In City
A two car °Miami occurred
Wednesday at ten p. m. on
Chestnut in front of the Jim
Adams IGA Store, according to
the report filed by the investi-
gating officers of the Murray
Police Department.
No injuries were reported in
this accident which is the six-
th for the montli in the city of
Murray.
Cam invcdved were a 1955
Mercury driven by William Cul-
len Redick of 921 North 18th
Street, and a 1962 Ford owned
by Dwain D Baker and driven
by Geraldine Underhill Raker
of 314 Irvan Avenue.
Police said the Baker ear
wea going west on Chestnut
Street. The Redick car was go-
ing east on Chestnut, making a
left turn into the IGA parking
lot, when the (zillion occurred,
accorcKng to the police report.
Damage to the Redick car
was on the left front fender
and to the Baker car on the left
rear quarter panel.
Collision Occurs
On Concord Road
Clyde Clay of Paris, Tenn.,
was involved in a collision Wed-
nesday on Highway 121, New
Concord Road, near Wisehart's
Grocery.
Kentucky State Trooper Guy
Turner said Clay skidded on
the wet pavement and went
down a steep embankment.
No injuries were reported
and very little damage.
Infant Fuqua Baby
Dies On Tuesday
Word has been received of
the death of the premature
baby girl of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
G. Fuqua of Geneseo, flI. The
baby died on Tuesday.
Graveside services were held
today in Geneseo,
Survivors include the par-
ents, two brothers, Allen and
Martin Fuqua, and one sister,
Gina Fuqua, all of Geneseo,
and her two grandmothers. Mrs. 
MarshallFuqua and Mrs. Lon-
nie Eldridge. both of Murray.
Foundation Plans
Kidney Screening
In Jefferson County
The Kidney Foundation of
Kentucky is preparing to con-
duct a screening program for
kidney disease among children
in the Buechel-Fern Creek area
this month.
The program will be identical
to one that turned up positive
symptoms in 2 per cent, or
51, of 2,400 eslloway County
schoolchildren last month, ac-
cording to Jack Adams. execu-
tive director of the foundation.
The project has received
$23,000 from the WHAS Cru-
sade for Children for supplies,
including a bus to carry equip-
ment and supplies About 150
volunteers are ready to assist in
the program if formal approval
is given by the Jefferson Coun-
ty Board of Education, Adams
said.
By the end of the year the
foundation hopes to have
screened nearly 85,000 children
in grades one through six in
all public and parochial schools.
Several Cases Are
Heard In Court Of
Judge McCuiston
Several cases were heard in
the Calloway County Court of
Judge Hall McCuiston during
the past week. Records show
the following occurred:
David C. Hendrick, Murray
Route Five, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; Sttae Po-
lice.
Stephen E. Trees, 1815 Prrk-
lane, Murray, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
James P. Scott, Lynn Grove
Route One, speeding, finad
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
Donnie Wilkerson, Farming-
ton Route Two, fishing without
license, fined $15.00 costs
$18.00; Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Don A. Maupin, 1802 Ryan,
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00
coots $18.00; State Police.
James H. Armstrong, Lynn
Grove Route One, speeding, fin-
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Eddie W. Darnell. 1616 Cal-
loway, Murray, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
Charles W. Henson, Hardin,'
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Dale Dunlap, Hazel, drinking
on public highway, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Patricia White, Union City,
Tenn., speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Morris E. Parker, 407 North
8th Street, driving while in-
toxicated, fined $100.00 costs
-$13.00; State Police.
L. C. Martin, Murray, public
drunkenness, given eight days
in jail at hard labor; Jailer.
H. B. Patton, Murray, public
drunkenness, given five days in
jail at hard labor; Jailer.
Ivie Sadler, Atlanta, Gar,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Bill Rudell Smock, Murray
Route Ellie, drinking beer on
highway, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Dennis L. Chester, Lynn
Grove Route One, speeding, fin-
ed $10.00 owes $18.00; State
Police.
Mall Set Soon
In Hopkinsville
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (UPI)—
Hopkinsville Associates, Bronx-
ville, N.Y., Wednesday announc-
ed plans for a 40-store shopping
mall at the southern edge of
Hopkinsville.
Construction of the 300,000
square feet mall on a 35-acre
tract on US. 41A at the inter-
section of the Pennyrile Park-
way is scheduled to begin this
summer. Completion is set for
the fall of 1970.
A spokesman for the firm
said that 16 stores already have
contracted for space in t h e
mall, which will have parking
for 2,000 autos.
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THE CHERRY BLOSSOMS are in full bloom along Washingt6n's tidal basin. Beyond you see
the Jefferson memorial. The trees were a gift from Japan more than half a century ago.
John Story
Passes Away
John Story, format resident
and a member of a pioneer fam-
ily of Calloway County, died
Wednesday at 1:30 p. m. at a
hospital in San Antonio, Tams.
The deceased was 93 years of
age arid was the eon of the late
Ben Story and Mary Pasollisdl
Story. His sister, Mrs. Elms
F. Jones of Murray Route One,
died in September of 1968, and
a brother, Roy Story of Padu-
cah died about two months la-
ter.
Survivors are one dateghter,
Mrs. Thomas Eskridge of San
Antonio, Texas; one son, John
Story, Jr., of Detroit, Mich.; two
brothers, Asher Story of Un-
ion City, Tenn., and Seigel
Story of Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at three p. m. at San
Antonio, Texas, with burial
there. The Southside Funeral
Home of San Antonio is in
charge of the arrangements.
Kennith E. Broach
Serving, Marines
Marine Private Kennith E.
Broach, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Broach Sr., of Mur-
ray, is undergoing indoctrina-
tion in Individual Combat Train-
ing at the Marine Corps Base,
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
He is undergoing his train-
ing with the Third Battalion,
Second Infantry Regiment at
the base
Flatt And Scruggs Team uates are Abraham Thomas and
Ronald Wingo.
Break 21-Year Partnership the trustees of the college willPreceding the commencement
Dr. H. C. Chiles
Dr. H. C. Chiles
Graduation Speaker
At Bible College
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —
Country music star Lester Fiatt
charged in lawsuits Wednesday
that Earl Scruggs' "embarrass-
ing habits" had forced him to
break up their 21-year partner-
ship.
Flatt also accused Scruggs'
wife of fraud, and asked that
Scruggs be enjoined from us-
ing the name of their band,
the Foggy Mountain Boys.
Additionally, the suits ask
that the Platt and Scruggs tele.
vision show be placed under a
receiver "with full power and
authority to wind up the bus-
iness of the partnership."
Chancellor alfred T. Adams
set a hearing for next Wednes-
day.
Adams also ordered that the
books and records of the tele-
vision show and Flatt and
Scruggs Publishing Co., Inc., be
made available to Platt and his
representatives.
In one of the suits, Flatt
charged he, Scruggs and Mrs.
Louise Scruggs agreed in 1964
that Flatt and Scruggs would
each invest $500 in a publish-
ing company and own 50 per
cent of the stock.
Flatt said he learned last
month, when the partners met
to discuss their separation, he
actually owned a third of the
stock with Scruggs and his wife
each owning a third. Hs charg
ed the stock help by Mrs!:
Scruggs was obtained by fraud.
In the other suit, filed against
the Scruggs Talent Agency.
Flatt charged a -disability" of
Scruggs caused the sponsor of
their television program to stop
filming it with Scruggs on it.
Flatt alleged that Scruggs has
"former habits" during the past
four or five years which have
grown to the extent "that he is
now unable to perform as a
partner
"On numerous occasions he,
Scruggs has appeared for par-
sonal appearances or for film-
ing television shows when it
was evident to the audience and
to others that because of his
physical condition he could not
perform adequately . ."
Flatt stated that Scruggs'
continued appearances while
unable to perform "are an em-
barrassment" and "Hazard" to
the business.
"I didn't know about it and
there's not much I can say,"
said Scruggs when asked about
the suits. He said he would
have no comment until he read
the suits.
Scruggs, :known Is the world's
foremost five-string banjo play-
er, and 'Flatt formed their
group in 1948. The breakup of
the partnership was announced
March 12.
Since that time, three mem-
ttentinued on Sack Page)
Dr. H. C. Chiles of Murray
will deliver the sermon at the
graduation exercises for the
Mid Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield, at the close
of the winter trimester.
The commencement exercises
will be held on Wednesday,
April 16, at ten a.m. with Dr.
0. C. Markham. president of
the college, presiding.
Rev. Gerald S. Owens will
give the invocation and bene-
diction. Phillip K. Mullinax is
the music director and Mrs.
Belva Puckett is pianist. A
special, "When I Get to the End
of the Way", will be by R.
Charles Blair who will also pro-
sent the class.
The message by the valedict-
orian will be by Edward Gibson
and by the salutatorian, Mrs.
Earlene Hamlett. Other grad-
meet for breakfast at eight a.m,
and have their meeting.
The opening date for the
summer trimester is April 28
with classes to begin on April
29
Chiropractors Set
Meet On Saturday
The first district of the Ken-
tucky Chiropractic Association
will meet Saturday at seven
p.m. at the Holiday Inn, Padu-
cah.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Dolly McNutt. Paducah city
commissioner. Her subject will
concern community progress
and activities.
Dr. Paul Parrott, Mayfield,
will preside over the meeting,
with Dr. Frank Hideg, secretary
of the associal;on, acting as
host.
WEATHER REPORT
U Press Is larastlowal
by United Press International
Cloudy and mild today with
scattered showers, mainly cen-
tral and east, high about 70.
Clearing and cooler tonight, /ow
40s to low 50s. Friday mostly
sunny and mild. •
Kentucky Lake: 7 a m 355.4,
up 0.2; below dam 307.0, up
0.2; no gates open.
Lee Motheral
Passes Away
Lee Clarence Mothers) of
Sedalia passed away Wednes-
day at 4:10 a.m. at the Mayfield
Hospital. He was 81 years of
age.
The Sedalia man was a re-
tired brick layer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Estella Motheral of Sedalia;
four daughters, Mrs. Lowell
Outland of Murray, Mrs. R. S.
Reaves of Mayfield Route One,
Mrs. Charles Oliver of Wing°,
and Mrs. J. L. Johnson of Seda-
lia; two sons, Ernest Motheral
of Sedalia and R. E. Motheral
of Lynnville; twelve grandchil-
dren; six great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Bro. John Forgy
officiating, assisted by Bro. W.
E. Warlaw.
Interment was in the Cuba
Church of Christ Cemetery with
the Bryn Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
Murray Person In
Wreck On Sunday
A Murray person was involv-
ed in a two car collision on
Sunday about 8:05 p.m. on
Highway 131 about ten miles
north of Mayfield. according to
the traffic accident report in
the Mayfield Messenger.
The report said that autos
driven by Mann Hill of May-
field and Andy T. Armstrong of
Murray were involved, accord-
ing to the State Police. No in-
juries were reported.
Brown Leaves His
Estate To Charity
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
Most of the $100 million estate
of the late hotelman and finan-
cier J. Graham Brown — be-
lieved the largest in Kentucky's
history — will go to the J.
Graham Brown Foundation, a
charitable trust.
Brown, 87, died March 30,
leaving no known survivors.
Citizens of Louisville and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky will
be the eventual beneficiaries of
charities set up under the foun-
dation.
Brown's vill, probated Wed-
nesday here, provided that $2_5
million go to Hanover College,
Hanover, Ind., his alma mater,
and $560,000 to 11 religious
groups.
Tennessee Hikes
The Interest Rate
NASHVILLE (UPI) — A bill
raising the legal limit op inter-
est rates on non-installment
loans from six to 10 per cent
cleared its final legislative hur-
dle Wednesday and was headed
for the desk of Gov. Buford
Ellington.
Ellington has not declared
publicly whether or not he will
sign the measure. He has said
he will never sign a measure
until it is in its final form on
his desk.
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXX No. 85
Cong Attack Drops Last
Week In Normal Intensity
Sy WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON at — The intensity
of communist attacks across
South Vietnam fell last week to
Ms lowest point of the year, the
Saigon government mid today.
Accordingly, U. S. battlefield
deaths declined.
A weekly government report
said the Viet Gong and North
Vietnamese initiated 183 at-
tacks or incidents last week, 47
per cent fewer than in the pre-
vious week and "the lowest
number since the beginning of
the year."
U. S. headquarters reported
222 Americans kiiled last week
and 1,012 wounded—the lowest
Five Lessons Are
Being Taught In
Homemakers Clubs
Five different lessons are be-
ing taught at the various meet-
ings of the twenty homemakers
clubs in Calloway County dur-
ing the month of April.
The lesson, "Knits in Your
Wardrobe", is being taught at
the meetings of Paris Road,
Pottertown, East Hazel, South
Pleasant Grove, Coldwater,
Penny, Wadesboro, Town &
Country, and Westside.
Lynn Grove, Harris Grove,
Suburban, Westside, South Mur-
ray, and Progressive are study-
ing "Entertaining—Teas & Buf-
fets".
"Nature Study —Flowers" is
the lesson for North Murray,
Almo, and New Concord.
The Dexter, New Providence,
and New Hope clubs are study-
ing the lesson, "Guiding the
Pre-School Child".
The training sessions for the
club leaders were held in Cal-
loway, Hickman, Graves, Mc-
Cracken, Ballard, Marshall, and
Fulton counties.
Clarksville Bank
Robbed Wednesday
CLARKSVILLE Tenn. (UPI)
— Two masked bandits armed
with pistols robbed the saint
Bethlehem Branch of the North.
Bank Wednesday and fled in a
late model car.
The FBI and the Montgom-
ery County Sheriff's office said
today no arrests had yet been
made in connection with the
holdup. They refused to say
how much money was taken.
Branch manager Bill Atkins
iaid the bandits cleaned out the
cash drawers but made no at-
tempt to take money from the
vault.
Teller Betty Bone and cus-
tomer, service station operator
Billy Watts, were in the bank
when the robbers entered short-
y before 1 p.m.
Brandishing pistols, the rob-
bers ordered Mrs. Bone and
Watts into a back room, scoop-
ed up the money, and then cut
he wires to the bank telephone
before making their getaway in
a light blue 1966 or 1967 Pon-
lac which bore no, license
plates.
Work Night Planned
By Wranglers Club
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a work night Friday,
April 11, at seven p.m.
Every member is asked to
come and help get the grounds
ready to begin the riding sea-
son.
The club show that had been
planned for April 13 has been
postponed until Sunday after-
noon, April 27. Further plans
for the show will be announced
at a later date.
CITED ST SHERIFF
Sheriff Gene 'Parker cited
three persons for public drun-
kenness last night. He also Is-
sued a warrant for another per-
son for driving while intoxicat-
ed and no operator's license.
POLICE CITATION
One person was cited to r
reckless driving on Wednesday
by the Murray Police Depart-
ment.
KIRKSEY-HAZIL
The Kirksey PTA men's and
women's basketball teams will
play the Hazel teams on Friday.
April 11, at seven p.m. at the
Kirksey School. The public is
urged to attend.
weekly U. S. casualties since the
Communists' began their nat-
ionwide offensive nearly sev-
en weeks ago.
South Vietnam Losses
South Vietnam listed its loss-
es last week as 246 killed and
1,042 wounded while Commun-
ist deaths were set at 3,220.
Military spokesrnen said the
Reds stepped up their shelling-s
Late Wednesday and early to-
day, however, hitting 20 targets
with rockets and mortars. It
was the most overnight shell-
ing' in five nights. Overall loss-
es were described as light.
At the same time, U. S. and
South Vietnainese troops report-
ed 89 Communists slain in six
clashes from one end of the
battlefield to the other. Four
at the fights raged on approach-
es to the city. To the north, a
Marine helicopter laden with
ammunition crashed and explod-
ed, wounding 15 GIs.
U. S. headquarters said the
U153 Marine he/ieopter that
plashed on takeoff from the
Vandergrift Combat Base in
South Vietnam's northwest cor-
ner exploded in flames, trigger-
ing the ammunition it carried.
(Continued on Back Page)
Tornado
Threat Ends
Last Night
Heavy showers and thunder-
storms were expected to dissi-
pate today bringing an end to
threats of tornadoes and flash
flooding in a wide area in West
Kentucky and West Tennessee.
A tornado watch was issued
Wednesday as a line of thund-
erstorms moved out of Arkan-
sas into west Kentucky bring-
ing torrential rains and gusty
winds
The watch was lifted about 8
p.m. although a severe thunder-
storm warning continued north
of Calloway County until mid-
night.
A spokesman reported 1.56
inches of rain fell in a 63-min-
ute period in Memphis, most of
It in the first half hour. Autos
were stalled and motorists forc-
ed to wade through knee-deep
water in some sections of the
city.
Union City, Tennessee meas-
ured four inches of rain be-
tween 5 a.m and 11 a.m. and
Paris accumulated three inches
in a similar period. Henry
County School bus drivers re-
ported several bridges were
washed out by the downpour.
The Clarks River was filled
to the brim today and several
trees including the roads were
under water. Water was about
up to the level of the "rattlin
bridge" on the old Paris Road.
The tornado threat here was
called off at 8:00 o'clock last
right however some gusty
winds struck the county about
110:00 p.m Some rain fell last
night but the sun broke thr-
ough this morning to give lo-
cal residents a pleasant day.
Apparently the worst of the
thunderstorm area surrounded
Calloway County.
Doctor Not Called
By Board On
Artificial Heart
HOUSTON (UPI) — Dr. Den-
ton A. Cooley, who performed
history's first artificial heart
operation, said Wednesday he
his not been called to appear
before any medical board here.
Cooley also played down a
possible rift between himself
and fellow Houston transplant
surgeon Dr. Michael DeBakey
and a possible inquiry by the
National Institute of Health.
"I expect to appear before
the Baylor Medical School
Board to answer any questions
which may come up," he said.
"I have not yet been asked,
I just expect to appear."
Different Research
Cooley said the artificial
heart used in Friday's operation
on Haskell /earn, 47, of Skokie,
ni., was not connected with the
research conducted under De-
Bakey's supervision and funded
by the NTH.
Cooley said earlier the mo-
ney used to develop the heart
used in last week's operation
came from his own research
foundation
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Quotes From The News
By uhrrrLD MESS DrrIVLNATIONAL
NEW YORK — City Attorney Mark L. Palmer, argu-
ing that whoa& segregation by sex does not imply in-
feriority:
"Men and women are basically different."
DETROIT — Public defender Mysell Sowell, whose
client has been in jail for one year on a charge of steal-
ing five boxes of cookies:
"This is the classic indication of the need for mote
courts and more judges."
WASHINGTON — Michel Debre, French foreign
minister, in a speech on a united Europe, to the National
Press Club in Washington:
"A day will come perhaps when, in Europe, French,
Germans, British, Italians, Dutch, Belgians, Spaniards
and still others will envisage no longer being what they
are. But such is not the case today."
his summary to the jury at thi:- Lrial of atrium B. When,
mewed murderer of Sen. Rooert F. Kennedy:
7"3"I have dealtdegsLUEBt in
—crunDepinaluty rDLt. David Fitts, le
ty for 15 years
and I haven't learned great deal," Fitts said.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER TIMM; WILE
Mrs- George Hart was the guest of honor at the joint,
meeting of the Murray High School Parent-Teachers
Amocia.tion program, "This Is Your Life" last night in
the auditorium.
The Public Library has been "adopted' by two de-
partments of the Murray Woman's Club, the Alpha and
Zeta. The library is located in the Dr. Wallace dental
building on South 6th Street.
The Murray Training FFA chapter won seven con-
tests at the Purchase Dictrict FFA Day program held
at Murray State University.
Mr. and Mn. Dwight Watson of Murray Route Two
are the parents of a son born at the Murray Hospital.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • mem FDA
Mrs. Fred Burton, age 68, died April 8 at her home at
115 rest Main Street.
Murray State College lost to Memphis State College
by a score of 9 to 5 in a baseball game played here.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hemmer are in Union City, Tenn.,
to celebrate his 76th birthday with his son, Earl Hep-
prier, and other relatives.
Mae Margery Thomas, soprano, Miss Rena Mitchell.
alto, William Robey, tenor, and Jerry Williams, boas,
will have solo parts in the Easter Cantata, "Adoramus
Te" to be presented at the First Christian Church under
the direction of David J. (Iowans with John C. Winter
at the organ.
Bible Thought for Today
Workers together with him. —U Corinthians 1:1.
We are never working alone when we strive for 91118
beet. There is an unseen force as pest, be the poorer
gravity on our side.
Benthological Society
Meet Starts At Lakes
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky., April
— The Midwest Beethological
Society will begin a three-day
main here today at Kentucky
DIM Village State Park.
Reglitration will begin at 5
pa. kir red at 8 p.m. by a
antiand slide program in the
sedbistitnn.
The program doting the fol-
lowing two days includes lee-
flues, panel discussions and
symposiums and a deosprietra-
non of new sampling devifies for
obtaining samples of organisms
from lake bottoms
The Benthological Society Is
an organization of scientists in-
terested in the study of organ-
isms an the floor of bodies of
water
The speakers will include rep-
resentatives from many Mid-
western colleges and universitin
as well as representatives from
various state and federal agen-
c:es
The speaker at the Thursday
night banquet will be Dr. Wayne
Shell, Auburn University, who
will speak on the subject "Re-
search and Development in
Aquatic Biology."
Lowell Keup of the Federal
Water Pollution Cannel Admin-
istration Cincinnati. Ohio, will
demonstrate the new bottom
samplers and sampling tech-
niques at the boat dock from
3 45 until 5 p.m. Thursday.
A symposium — "What Needs
Researching In These Days?"—
will be conducted from 8:3) until
le a m. Friday. H. W. Jackson.
Federal \tidier Pollution Admin-
istration. will be the chairman.
Speakers will be Niles ICevern,
Michigan State University; Wil-
liam M. Lewis. Southern Illinoii
University; Jack Chance, Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, and
Bernard Patten, University of
Georrl a
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Veterans Questions
and Answers
This column of questions and
answers on federal tax matters
Is provided by the local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is published as a pub-
lic service to taxpayers. The
column answers questions most
frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q - Pee moved and the address
Is wroog on the label on my re-
turn. Should I still use the label?
A - Yes. Correct the ingormat-
iota on the label and nod it back
with your return when you file.
Use of the label has helped
reduce the nunaber of refunds
delayed in processing because
of missing or inaccurate Social
Security numbers.
Q - The man I worked for last
spring has gone ott of business
and I can't get a W4 from him.
What should I do?
A - Check to gee if you have
y pay stubs from this job which
would enable you to determine
your income and tax withholding
from this source. Attach a uotet0
your return showing the employ-
er's name and explain why this
Income is not covered by a V-2.
Indicate bow you arrived at the
income and withheld tax figures
entered for this employment.
Q - My tax came to more than
I thought it would. Can I pay bell
now and the rest in a couple of
months?
A - No. The tax must be paid
in full by the clue date of the re-
turn.
To avoid a similar situation
next year, arrange with your em-
ployer to increase withholding
tax or file an estimated tax
declaration and make installment
payments of the tax due. If you did
not receive an estimated tax de-
claration in the mail, the forms
and instructions may be obtainee
from local IRS offices.
Q - Is money from Social Set-
urity ever taxable"'
A - No, All Social Security be-
mints are tax exempt.
Q - I have to pay tax on both
my 1968 return and my 1969 de.
cLtration. Can I just write one
check for the whole amount?
A - It is advisable to write
separate checks or money orders
for the two taxes to make sure
your payments are properly cr-
edited. Identify each check with
your name and social security
number and indicate the tax the
payment covers,
The reason for making separ-
ate payments is that separate
processing operations are invo-
lved for the tax return and for
the estimated declaration. When
one payment is made to cover
two liabilities, it is possible that
the entire amount could be cred-
ited to just one tax. This results
in a refund on one tax and bill for
additional tax on the other.
Q My wife's missing signa-
ture is holding tp our refund.
Why is this an important?
A - The returns are legal
documents and have to be signed
to be complete.
On pint returns, the signature
of both taiqxtyers are required,
and both are legally responsible
for the accuracy of the return
and the tax that may be due.
Q. Where do you report pro-
fits from the sale of a home?
A - This should be reported
on Schedule D which is available
at local IRS offices as well as
many banks and post offices. The
Instructions that go with this
form tell how to figure these,
gains and when they are taxable,
Q. I'm taking my return to a
tax man and having him make it
out for me. Should I give him my
form with the label on it?
A. Yes, you should tile the re-
turn with the pre-addressed lab-
el. It will speed processing and
avoid delays.
Be sure to check your return
over before signing it and send-
ing it in. The taxpayer is respon-
sible for the accuracy of his re-
turn even if someone else helped
him prepare it,
Q -•My father has been living
with us since he retired. Will his
Social Security pension have to be
taken into account in determining
whether we can claim him as a
dependent.
A - Social Security benefits
are' counted in determining whe-
ther you provided more than
half your father's support. These
benefits are not counted, how-
ever, towards the $600 gross
income test. Check page 4 of
the 1040 instructions for addin
Iota] details.
Q - My husband is on duty with
the Army in Vietnam. What sho-
uld I do about our tax return?
A - A wife of a serviceman in
Vietnam has several choices re-
lording their tax return. She may
file a Pint return now, file a
separate return now if she had
any income and amend it to a
joint eturn when her husband
returns or postpone the Mini-
of a return until her husband
leaves Vietnam and meets fillrw
r equir cm ents, Ususlly,z return-
log serviceman must file returns
required for previous tu years
180 clays after leaving a romixii
zone.
SENSING THENEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE via ERISIOENT
Southern States Industrial Council
THEI NSW OPPORTUMMIS
While the Nixon achniniette-
Lion is trying to being order oat
of the ohaos crested by the
New Frontier and the Greet fba•
cisty, poiltica element' that
famed and supported them
mistaken salaam to restruct-
ure the United Sates are len
ins plena for regag Power
In 1972.
New Froniteramen and Great
Society advocates have a built,
in advantage that thould not be
overlooked. During the time
they were in power, they man-
aged to pack the federal service
with adherents and give them
Civil Service gates. Thus tbe
Nixon administration is serverin
ly heodicepped in Introducing
reforms or changing policy.
Middle-echelon liberal" ele-
ments still control many of the
levers of power in Waahington
and in regional government of-
fices.
Unfortunately, the New Frew
nemesia and Greet Society
types have allies in the ranks
GI the appostuniata, some of
agoIigiegSern sates that
hog have been a bullish of
eoneseviin end good $11/1131-
teen. Soine,1414091,411111
parently have sonemee ibet
mass enrollment of new Yana
in their states has deelelyelly
changed the character of the
electorate and the Mama of
political power. 'Ant
ginning to trim Om& ilia es•
oordingly.
In plain language, the tipper.
tunists believe that the Yaw
mice of the conservative ideate
coils rand blue collar detain
is on the decline, and that the
real political strength in future
lies with herded masses of vat,
era, many of whose are getting
organized in welfare and pub.
lic employee unions.
It is tremendousiy important,
therefore, that responsible vot
en keep a close eye on those
officeboiders. The politicians'
response to the overblown non-
  of the day, hunger, beers
close scrutiny. If formerly con
serrrative Congressmen start
making noises about "hunger,"
if they begin to urge their fel-
how-countrymen to take part in
an orgy of emotionalism on this
issue, then it is safe to say that
these politicians are on a new
and dangerous tack.
Politicians who cater to the
extremists of the welfare un-
ions can't be for responsible
government, and don't deserve
support of thoughtful, middle-
id-the-road voters.
Now, more than ever, the
:iountry needs level-heeded lead-
ership. The lack of progress
by some elements in the coun-
try is indeed a serious problem,
but this lack of progress has
to be considered in strictly real-
istic terms. Where there are
pot's of poverty, they have
to be dealt with realistically,
not emotionally. More and big-
ger federal handouts aren't the
answer. Free food stamps wool
uplift backward people.
If backward people are to be
effectively aided, if they are to
be brought up to the point
where they help support the
country indeed of being sup-
ported by it, they must acquire
social discipline. They must be
tutored to the point where they
don't insist upon instant grati-
fication of the& appetites. Can-
ing them moie mr:ry isn't a
substitute for the discipline
they need.
Political opportunities aren't
thanking about the reel needs
of the poor or of society in
general. They simply want to
next a new forroula for getting
elected, for winning the support
of the "gimme" element in the
electorate. They intend to ride
the "hunger" horse into office.
Indeed opportunists can be im-
peded to develop a series of
Mate issues between now and
the 1972 presidential election.
Opportunists undoubtedly see
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-
(03i3Olzrw
Mus) is the leader of the new
movement grades out of a
cosolinadoe et mum =Rama
and wedeln intiosiats in the
14iisa isestar IlLawiades tweet
speech iverig recognition at
Red Chinn Ms link with de-
hose abolitionists in opposing
the anti-ballistic mime*, and
his continuing emphasis on cat-
ering to welters elements—to-
gether give an icemen picture
of his intentions. It could be
politically advantageous to fie-
ator Kennedy to have a "M-
ena" running mate from the
South, an odloshader who has
taken to lecturing his own peo-
ple for alleged neglect. ft will
be interesting to em whether
opportunity Is this region will
try to lit themselves to a Ken-
nedy design.
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D.
Director
National Institute
at Mental Health
AlkLiker_ n_ lei**
CWitging Far
Mentally Ill
What do the newer provisions
of the Medicare laws mean for
the mentally ill?
Under the 1967 changes in
the laws, patients who. use up
their 90 days' coverage for in-
patient hospital care in a single
spell of illness may now draw
on a lifetime reserve of 60
additional days.
This is favorable for the
piivalwatric or mentally ill pa-
tient because it gives more
time for recovery.
This extra time might mean
the difference between victory
and defeat in a siege with men-
tal illness which, it ts often
forgotten, can conic and go in
its attacks just as do other
illnesses.
Another provision of the
law revisions provides reduc-
tions for psychiatric patients in
hcrgitals.
Patients who are in a psychi-
atric hospital on the first day
they become entitled to their
150 days of coverage for a spell
of illness are still subject to
have all days of such care im-
mediately preceding entitlement
subtracted from their available
benefits if they continue to re-
ceive psychiatric services
whether given in a psychiatric
or general hospital.
If they require hospitalization
in a general medical institution
for medical services unrelated
to their mental illness, however,
their days of pre-entitlement
hospitalization are not counted
against them.
Another provision of the
1967 amendments calls for e
study of drugs and costs. includ-
ing covering payment for addi-
tional kinds of drugs, such as
those used for psychiatric
patients.
At present, the cost of a pre-
scription drug that must be
taken by mouth cannot he re-
imbursed., It as considered
"self-administered' even though
prescribed by a physician.
Thif is a Ilenolls limitation to
a person with an emotional dis-
order who is dependent on regu-
lar medication which has to be
taken, by mouth, such as tran-
quilizers in tablet or pill form,
in order to regain or maintain
his health
Results of this study ordered
by congress. therefore, may he
important for mefital patients
•
ontinuous Shown
From 1 p m Daily
* TODAY thru SATURDAY
THE GREATEST ADVENTURE OF THEM ALL! -
Alumnae
by United Press Intensetimel
Today is Thursday, April 10,
the 100th day of 1989 with 26I5
to follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mer-
cury and Saturn.
On this day in history:
in 1790, Congress established
a national patent law and creat-
ed the patent board.
in 1861, Horace Greeley pub-
lished the first issue of the
New York Herald Tribune.
in 1944, the Russian Black
..,See port of Odeon was retaken
by Soviet troops. It had been
held by the Germans since 1941.
In 1988, President Johnson
named Gen. Creighton Abrams
as commander of forces in Viet-
nam.
A thought for the day —
German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer said, "Intellect is
invisible to the man who has
none."
Pays
a little over $4
on every $3
you invest.
Take stockip America
tJ-5. Sa.••• Imo& & Fromion Shame
William F. Rehr's°, 38.
Donald Rebozo, lit.
NARCOTICS CHARGES Don-
ald Rebozo. nephew of Presi-
dent Nixon's close friend
Babe Rebozo, millionaire
Florida real estate developer,
is charged in Miami with
possession and side of the
narcotic hashish and Don-
ald's father William with re-
slating arrest after a metto
at their home with two de-
tectives disguised as hippies.
•
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Paik5 —Believe It orNotiI
WHAT
CAUSES
CANCER?
EY
E
04IPAts
-
WHO
DEVELOPED
CANCER WERE
THE FIRST •
PERSONS WHOSE *,‘)
DISEASE WAS
OS ‘./
TRACED TO THEIR
ENVIRCIsIMENT --
EXPURE 70 S007
RESEARCHER PERCivAL
This 194 YEARS AGO.
POTT DISCOVERED
TODAY MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS ARE ••
SPENT TO FIND
MORE CAUSES OF
CANCER N THE
ENVIRONMENT.
AFLP YOURSELF AVM A maw
MO OTHERS WITH A CHECK
ez-
PAtA. V HAUMIAIRT
Belg on
swiranung Champ.
AFTER THROAT CANCER
RESULTED IN THE
REMOVAL OF HIS LARVIK
INVENTED THE "LARHEV-
PERMITTING HIM 70
SW/A1 DESPITE A
PERMANENT OPENING
IN HIS THROAT.
DRUI FIGHTANCER
RESEARCHERS
HAVE TESTED
250,000
DRUGS TO
TREAT CANCER.
ONLY 30 HELP
PROLONG
LIFE AND
REDUCE
PAIN -
EACH OF
THEM .4
POISON.
AMERICAN a .
CANCER ..
SOCIETY
NOTICE
Effective The First of April
SHOLAW S
AUTO REPAIR
Will Be
CLOSED
ALL DAY SATURDAY
Until Further Notice
We invite you to come by for all your
nIecla Monday through Friday, 7 'til
5, or call 753-1751.
The
EMPLOYEES AND MANAGEMENT
Drive4n Thea
Boxoffice Opens  6:15
Show Starts  7:00
NOW! TUTST)SAY
the meet
Spew entertainment
tithe whole !emit)!
fith 6.1dow Pwel all WIMP 1044.7.1
INN Nitelll NOW pew norm• maw rwr.o..... news itTimpoop4.
▪ Olom. I•oalso ii0.664 PM.* know..
11, WO. 4. 14 Mr.
tr.. S. Lir.
SI Orlon Ibm taw
irJelitUrel at 1:11 & 7:118
Adults $2 - Children $1
Reserved Performance
Tickets On Sale fee
7:10 Show
*******
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GRAND •
SLAM
SUN. - MON. - TUE. - W
When he wanted a girl...
HE GRABBED ONEI -
When he wanted a cop...
HE BOUGHT ONE!
He's a
CYCLE-
PSYCHO!
* TONITE thru SATURDAY *
Rio —
Rififi style!
•
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PAUL V IIALINAIRT
Belgian
searamne Champ,
AFTER THROAT OVICER
RESULTED IN THE
REPOVAL OF HIS LARVIK
mee INVENTED THE "LARKEL--
PEROfffTING KM 70
SWIM DESPITE A
PERMANENT OPEN**
IN HIS THROA
DR°62M10ERFIGHT
RESEARCHERS
HAVE TESTED
250,000
DRUGS TO
TREAT CANCER.
ONLY 30 HELP
PROLONG
LIFE AND
REDUCE
PAIN -
EACH OF
THEM A
POISON.
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PAGE THREE
DASEBALL ROUNDUP
American League st. I")ui& after Wit "a&ori forVada Pinson, hit a two-run ho-..
i
1 
rase in the seventh inning Wad-
, Sy FRANK DE GEORGES esesday night to lift the Reds
UPI Sports Wetter
"Ah — that feels good." 
fa a 3-1 victory over the Los
1. Angeles Dodgers.
Ted Williams was celebrating Telenet hoaxer, his second in
as many games, came off Don
Sutton with Pete Rose' on first.
The rat and run was on," said
Tobin. "All 1 was trying to do
was Mt the ball and get Pete
to eecood."
Reliever Wayne Granger, who
ware to Cincinnati along With
Tolan, stopped the Dodgem for
the last three innings to gain
credit for the victory. Starter
Jun Maloney retired with a
pulled muscle in his right leg.
In other National League
games -Wednesday, New York
downed Montreal, 9-5, Atlanta
beet San Francisco, 4-1, Chi-
cago routed Philadelphia, 11-3,
Pittsburgh trimmed St. Louis,
6-1, and San Diego blanked
Houston 2-0.
t of April
II'S
PAIR
RDAY
Jotice
y for all your
Friday, 7 'til
NAHMENT
Thegi
6:15
7:00
l'URDAY *
frank
sinat
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roin
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• 411.41,•
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his first victory as a major
league manager and he was in
an exuberant mood.
The former Breton Red Sox
slugger and Hall of Famer, pre-
viously uncommunicative with
reporters, was expansive and
eager to talk after his Wash-
ington Senators beat the New
tork Yankees, 6-4. Wednesday
night.
Williams praised the attitude
of the Senators. "These guys
know they're better than they
were last year."
He confessed apprehension a-
bout this first big victory. "I;
knew I'd be happy as 3 manager,
the first time we won, but what;
I was afraid of was that it:
Could take eight or nine games
to do it."
Elsewhere in the American
League, Kansas City outlasted
Minnesota, 43, in 17 innings,
Chicago blanked Oakland, 3-0,
; behind the four-hit pitching of
Tommy John and California
beat Seattle; 7-3. The other
clubs were not scheduled.
In the Notional League, New
ayork whipped Montreal, _alt-e,
hicago thrashed Philadelphia,
, Atlanta _ _trimmed; . San
rrencisco, 4-1, Cincinnati. topp-
ed Los Angeles. 3-1, Pittsburgh
slammed St. Louis, 6-1, and
San Diego shut out Houston, 2-
0.
The Senators powered their
way to victory. Home runs by
Frank Howard, Paul Casanova
And Ken McMullen accaunted
Tor five runs. Howard and Ca-
sanova gave the Senators four
runs with their blasts in the
third inning. Both were two-
run shots. McMullen hit a solo
In the next frame.
Homers by Bobby Mureer and
Roy White gave the Yankees
three runs.
Kansas City's Lou Pinells
zapped a two-out single to end
II four-hour. 32-minute mare
than. it Scored` Jackie Hernan-
dez from second with the winn-
ing run.
Joe Foy singled rhome pinch.
hitter Pat _Keay' in the eighth
with the tying run for the Roy.
•15.
el Rod Carew gave the Twine 0
Io2 lead in the fifth 
when he
ubled to right, moved to third
•• a fly and stole home.
Carlos May gave John more
10elp than he needed. May drove
it all the White Sox runs with
tem homers and a single. -It was
3ohn's first start since suffering
a shoulder injury in Detroit last
August.
Jay. Johnstone's double. capp-
ed a four-run rally in the fifth
!ening that sparked the Angels'
ealetory. Ex Angel Don Mincher
paced the Seattle attack with
1 double - and a homer. -
National League
oNSIONIMOMMIN
THIE_LE041-E11 MUREAT. KENTUCKY
•
..*;;"(letie MeCutelheon, Sports Editor —
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
Dismayed. that the details of a
-the-41&111'&&.- 444"11. aver"; a'à al" personal neat tragedy had lelF he was beside himself right afterton. Podre_s, who last pitched,; out, De Vicenzo nonetheless cep- the accident.
"You allow your son to ride
one of these things?" someone
at the table asked hinae"What
can I _do." said_ De Viceuxo
with a gesture of helplessness.
son
"Have you ever been a father?
Mee 
Close Call 
•
your from -their trittinph over the ; • •
Export. Krenepoors blow came.  
You try stop 
yo; something."
after Clete Jones singled in one
"It happened two weeks ago,"run and Ed Charles walked to. 
lead the b 
Birthday Present•Vicenzo said. "If it happened;ases and helped Tug 'Pe
McGraw, who relieved starter .last week .1 would not be' here ;
has McAndrew the geaane now. There would be no Masters I 
De Vicenzo will be 46 years
for me this year. .My son is all
right now. That is the only reas-
on I am playing. It was a close
call. As a father, I can say this:
and Mat' 'Pappas and Cecil When It happened, the last thing
Upshaw teamed for a tour-lilt- in the world 1 think of is golf."
tier is the Breves downed the Young De Vicenzo was thrown
Giants for the third conseetie from his cycle rounding a curve
Ire time. - three miles from a town called
In the opening inning, Hank Ranelagh which is a suburb of I
Aaron drove in Felix Milian Buenos A 
"All 1 want to do is play golf
ires. ;good and see good weather," be
with his first of three hits and "He fell here," his father I laughs*
looted on Orlando Cepeda's sin- said, pointing to his head, "and I "What if you win, do you think
kg* Bob Dither singled for the had a brain concussion. When he there's a chance you'd sign the
eleet score.
AUGUSTA, Ga. UPI a Oh no,
Roberto, not again!
You'd say it was impossible
for it to happen to Roberto De
Vicenzo twice in a row, that it
was incredible even to imagine
the man who blew last year's
Masters with his pencil would
write himself off in ftes one,
too.
He came dose. Closer than
everybody knaws. He'll tee it up
Chicago.. erupted for seven with the 82 others in the first
runs in the seventh inning. Don round today but the friendly sofa
Young doubled for two nine voiced Argentlaian nearly elim-
and Al Spangler, Don Kessing- Mated himself before he started.
es', Glenn Beekert, Williams and' A mistake cost him his chance
Ron Santo drove in single runs. last year. This time it was no
Johnny Padres, the 36-yeara mistake. This time it was an
Old veteran lefehander attempt. anguished father who was re.
tog a comeback after missing spousible.
all last season, pitched seven The anguished father was Rob-
innings of two-Mt ball end drove erto De ViCellZO.
in a run with a sacrifice fly in
Inning, post his first victory
`Mice Aug. 21, 1966.
Solo Homer
Clete Boyer hit a solo homer
Aug. 8, 'firmed that a serious motorcycle
"2" and --neadad -reliefhelp 'accident almost took the life offrom Tommie Sisk. 22-year-old son, Roberto,Jr, notEd Kranepooes two-ran sing- i,   e eeee;Leen Twit-fear -ffierriewhere-the family lives
inni
allingaa:uTb7retatheta '':ghi"Lted the lin Buenos Aires.
"The bus driver allowed them
to get on and while they were rid-
ing it looked so bad for your boy
that one of the men used mouth-ae. -
mouth breathing to resuscitate
him," the friend went on.
"That is right," De Incense
said. "I did not know anything
about this and when they tell
me I rush from the city to the
hospital. You should see the way
my son looked. I can not describe
it, that's how bad."
But with good medical care,
Roberto, Jr. came around and
the last thing he told his father
before he took off for the U. S.
was:
"C'mon, papa, play good when
you get there."
As an afterthought, his son
added: ;
"Cheek your score, too." De
Vicenzo can smile now talking
about the horrible way his son's
skull hit the pavement when the
motorcycle skidded but he admits
old Monday and there are some
sen u-ncrntalists who are think
what a rotten birthday it was for
him last year and saying how
nice it would be if he really had
something to celebrate this year.
The 'South- American veteran
doesn't seem to care that mach
about winning or losing this time.
was lying in the street, he, how ; wrong score again?" °fleet those
Alou's two-ran *Lillie 'au sa beee conscious andbloOd 
lat the table kidded him.
In the fifth inning and Jerry "I got myself a gun," he dead-come from his mouth. .'May's solo homer helped Bob Be Vieertzo was telling the ; panned. "1 sign the wrong score-and the Pirates hand the p tory in the clubhouse grill here card this time, I shoot myself."NI. chamPlon Cardinals their se- and a close friend, sitting at the Vicenza thought a moment and,atind loss in two games. a_ 'same table, helped him over had an added comment for the
i AWL".single, the IL" hit 1" Some fit the rough spots because guy who asked him about thea three-run burst, helped the Poberto's english otaasionally possibility of mis-signing again.Pirates build a 5-1 lead. Julian I. "Tell me, you put your full"lands him in a sand trap,Ievier's error, singles by Rom , 
"Two men picked ' up your son attention every time you signbort* Clemeate arid Bob Roba
anti stopped a bus traveling bet- your name?" he asked, "Everertson and Willie Stargell's
double had given Pittsburgh a 'wee Ran h d I3e 
- 
. Th
„ time?"
e guy said he did.the friend said, Roberto nodd.2-0 lead Use inning before.
ed. "Not me," said Roberto De
Vicenzo.
- 
-1. . oboist,. to mai, ,1 tiegue
hamtholl 1. defined :Is a player
ith 110( Mitre 014111 15 day,- on
ro-ter from flpt•sting iti”,
By JOE CARNICELLe ug I 'end h.,- Mit es, eriiell
. UPI Sports Writer - oft,, I ,I at hat, or .15 timings
Bobby Tolan has mucideal7 pa, gal
become a man with a purpose
Tolan, traded to Cincinnati by
1
' f- -11Ref_mi.? :-"" ;- ,.
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Baseball
Standings
National League
Eastern Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Chtc.gt, 2 0 1.000 —
Pitt..-.burgh 2 0 1.000 —
Montreal 1 1 .500 1
New York 1 1 .500 1
St. Louis 0 2 .000 2
Phila. 0 2 .000 2
Western Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Atlanta 3 0 1.000 —
San Diego 2 0 1.000 %
Los Angeles 1 1 .500 1%
Cincinnati 1 1 .500 1%
Hou.ston 0 2 .000 2%
San Fran, 0 3 .000 3
Wednesday's Results
New York 9 Montreal 5
Chicago 11 Philadelphia 3
CM 3 Los Angeles 1, night
Pitts 6 St. Louis 1, night
Atlanta 4 San Fran 1, night
San Diego 2 Houston 0, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EST
Montreal, Jester 9-13 at New
York, Gentry 0-0, 2 p. m.
Philadelphia, Johnson 4-4 at
Chicago, Holtzman 11-14, 2:30
fp. _ _r MI' ES- at St
Loins, Washburn 14-8, 1:30 p.
in.
Houston, Lemaster 10-15 at
San Diego, Mclean 9-12, 11 - p.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St. Louis at New York
Ilalt"Litreal at Chicago
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati at Atlanta, night
Los Ang. at Houston, night
, San Fran at San Diego, night
American League,
Eastern Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Boston 1 0 1.000 —
Detroit 1 0 1.000 —
New York 1 1 .500 %
Washington 1 1 .500 %
Baltimore 0 1 .000 1
Cleveland 0 4 .000 1
2„. Western Division
W. L Pct. GB
Kansas City 2 0 1.000 .—
Seattle 1 1 .500 1
Oakland 1 i .soo 1
Chicago 1 1 .500 .1
.California 1--i .500 1-
Minnesota 0 2 .000 2
Wednesdays Results
Chicago 3 Oakland 0
Wash. 6 New York 4, night
Kansas City 4 Minn 3, 17 inns.
California 7 Seattle 3
Only games scheduled
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EST
Cleveland, McDowell 15-14 at
New Alalcama Speedway Wil.. Washington, Hannan 10-6 or1 New York, Peterson' 12-11 at
Detroit, Lolich 17-9, 1:30 p. as.
.
Offer More Than Daytona
By LAWRENCE C, FALK
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. UPI - The
new speedway at Talladega, Ala.,
will have a little more of every-
thing and officials believe NAS-
CAB's big grand national stock
cars will hit better than 200
miles per hour in qualifying there
this September..
, It is almost as if someone
• went out to build a tracic which
was a little better and faster than
the biggest thing nolVon the cir-
cuit - Daytona International Spe-
edway. In almost every instance,
Alabama International has just
a little more than Daytona - and
what it has-more of translates
Into speed.
The track, itself is one-tenth
of -a- mile longer than taeaa.5
mile Daytona speedway, The tur-
ns are banked 'a little steeper -33
degrees against 31 - and each of
the four lanes is two feet wider,
'Alabama Inteerational is also
planning a pies for fans other
than sheer speed. The start -
esti line which usually sits right
in the middle of the front stretch
will be moved three-fourths of the
way toward the fitdt turn.
"This will give the fans two
prime places to sit rather than
just one," Roger Bear., publicist
for the- track , says. "They can
sit either in front of the start-
finish line or in front of the pits.
It simply means more good sea-
ts."
The start-finish line will be
located at a point before the
first turn starts but past the end
of the pit road. It will mean just
that much more action in the last
lap in front of the fans and It may
change the outcome of races
which are close - as was this
year's Daytona 500,
Speed, ehowever, is the name
of the came and Alahama Inter-
national is built for it. Shaped
ilea Ilationa's tri-oval, engine-
ers building the facility have es-
timated the qualifying speeds
"should be slightly over 200
MPH," Bear says.
The higher banks give the cars
an opportunity to whip around
the turns taster and. the turns
are engineered so that entry
and mat will be more smooth.
The sairat of the track is gre-
ater, Bear says. 'What that mea-
ns, ban-ally, is the turn is more
gradual. It ,won't be aoticable to
the spectators, but the drivers
will be able to tell."
The width of the lanes will
also generate faster speeds. Sin-
ce there -will be a little more
room to move around. Because
of this, traffic will be less heavy.
The first race to be run on
the new track will be the BAMA
400 for grand touring class cars
Sept. 13. With $25,000 posted
awards. It will be the richest
race on the GT circuit this year.
The first grand national race
on the track will be the next
day, Sept. 14. Called the Tallad-
ega 500, the race ifill.have$100,-
ROUTS SCHEDULED000 in posted awards,
Bertaina 7-13, 1:30 p.
Boston, Culp 16-6 at Balti-
more, Cuellar 8-11, 2 p. in.
Friday's Games
11 C. at Oakland, night
Minn. at California, night
Chicago at Seattle
New York at Detroit
Boston - at Cleveland
Wash at Baltimore, night
CONTRACTS SIGNED
. DENVER UPI - Errol Kahoun
of Miami ol Ohio, the 15th round
draft choice of-the Denver Bron-
cos, has signed a contract with
the American Football League
team and will be tried at offen-
sive guard.
The Broncos also signed a
pair of free agents from the
• Hartford Knights of the Athotic
Coast League. They are Gene
Jackson, a defensive end and
linebacker, and Tom' Rowland, a
defensive back.
RECORD HIGH _
NEW YORK UPI - A record
401,310 fans paid their -way ;into
the ballparks for the 12 season
openers on Monday and Tuesday,
according to the baseball comm-
issioner's office.
The previous high of 336,528
was set in 1960.
.1.1. I, aleklaie won tint
1.1`trl• gull Imam ed "in'
'In Ike, widt:st margin otsictur
in he 'lent.
* * *
NEW „YORK UPI - Canada')
Olympian Donato Paduano will
fight Juan Ramos in an eight-
round bout at the Feet Forum
April 18, Paduano, a middleweig-
ht, is unbeaten in six professional
starts. - • ,
Three other eight-round mat-
ches will share-the billing. The
pairings are heavyweight 'Angel
Oqueno vs. Cleo Daniels, middle-
weight Steve Stievlin vs. Rafael
Correa and lightweight RolanTr-
ottman vs. Hector Matta.
•11,11.11 71I 1". N".‘" "rk ( phis prof,--tottal'hokum ft r, ' 4'''' ',set hell 441111Harkin,.%ereil the it, I :1(. ho
tsitetinols.
•
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NFL Studies
New AFL
Merger Plan
MeLAND --Oakland
al Raider boss Al Davis
disclosed yesterday the shape
of the plan offered by the
American Football League
for its merger with the Na-
tional Football League and
indicated he thought it would
be agreed to next month.
DAVIS REFUSED comment
on just what form the leagues
will take. But it was learned
that the plan envisions the
shift of three NFL clubs to
the AFL — which ones are
anybody's guess and the for-
mation of three divisions in
each league, two with four
teams and one with use.
Davis, who was commission:
er of the AFL at the time the
merger was agreed upon in
1965, is one of four team own-
ers who worked on the plan
that the NFL is now consider-
ing. Its fate will be learned
at a meeting in New-York on
April 29.
Essentialls., the plan, as
outlined hy Dave in an in-
terview, has live points:
I. Retention of the present
identity of the two leagues.
A continuation ef_ Ueda_
Orme! rivalries.
* 3. Smelt divisions m
home-and-home games he-
teecn diviseiral Opponents to
de‘elop a true ehempton.
A. A -solid telev 'stem _pace-
age.
5. Pre season and regular
season play between inter-
league opponents to build tip
natural geographical rivalries
wiud tietWeen intra-league foes
In capitalize on eNisting ones.
TIIE PLAN WAS worked
out when the two leagues met
at Palm Springs, Calif., last
. month, but were. ithebtea
agree on a merger program
for 1970. Working on the plan
were four AFT. owners, Paul
Brown of Cincinnati, Eugene
Kchn of San Diego, Lamar
Hunt of Kansas City and
Davis.
Originally, an Inter-lea:Me
committee cI three represent-
atives from each league had
proposed that the leagues re-
main at they are with some
inlcr-league play.
The AFL turned that down
and ,ptoposed a total realign-
ment ot the leagues on a
mainly geographical basis.
THE .NFL REJECTED ?that
imwever, emphasiting 'the
need for traditional realms,
Nene!, and - home play and
email de talons. The older
league then reoffered the ori
ginal plan on a two-year bas:
is and Ilie AF"L rejected it
again.
At that point, the plan now
TIM:18MT APRIL 10 1969
MSU Spring Football
Will Stan Monday
Murray State University will
begin spring football practice
Monday with a squad of 65 play-
ers, Coach Bill Furgerson has
announced. Practice will contin-
ue until May 15 when the spring
Inter-squad game will be played.
Twenty-six lettermen will be
on the spring squad, 14 of whom
were starters on last year's team
which had a 7-2-1 record. Six
offensive players, split end Billy
Hess, tailback Russ Hake, tack-
les Lee Harrell and George Rice,
guard Ken Pelot, and tight end
Jack Wolf, are back and eight
from the defensive unit—defen-
sive backs Lennie Jezik, Bud
Qualk, and Danny Maxberry; line-
backers Jimmy Harrell, E. W.
Dennison, and Sam Tandy; and
tackles Larry White and Walt
Anderson.
Hess and Rice were first-team,
All OVC last season, Tandy made
the second team, and Jezik was
honorable mention.
Replacements for several key
players in each unit will have to
be found this spring. Gone by
graduation are quarterback Lar-
ry Tillman; safety Don Veatch;
fullback Joe Meade; center Roger
White; defensive end Doc Sand-
ers; guards Tony Sims, Jimmy
Hunter, and Mac Etheridge; flan-
ker Gerald Young, and linebacker
Vic Etheridge.
Tillman was the OVC's Player,
of e Year last season, Sims
and Veatch were first team all-
conference, and White and Ether-
UNDERGOES SURGERY
NEW YORK UPI - Defense-
man Harry Howell, a 17-year
veteran with the New York Ran-
gers, will undergo spinal fusion
surgery on April 29 and probably
won't be available to the National
Hockey League team before Dec-
ember,
The Rangers also announced
that Rod Seiling, another defense-
man, will be operated on next
Monday to repair damaged cartil-
age in his right knee.
under consideration was pre-
sented. Commissioner Pete
Braille asked that the me-t-
ing be adjourned so the NFL
could study it.
Retell,' has lieen quoted as
saving (he plan now being
studied, or man-willing like It,
is the most feasihle since it
contains all the things most
of the teams want. Other NFL
menet s have said pretty much
the same thing and Davie
thinks it nr one like it will
he adopted.
idge were second team.
Several key players, other than
the above mentioned starters,
will also be back, namely defen-
sive tackles Jim WiLsonand Dave
Ford, defensive end Mike Dun-
gan, punter Chuck Cantrell, kick-
ing specialist Stan Watts, tail-
back Jonathan White, quarterba-
ck Matt Haug, flanker Phillip
Hunt, tailback Jim Brown, line-
backer Dennis Hawkins, center
Mike Lucas, linebacker Steve
Cain, and tackle Donnie Willia-
ms.
Practice sessions during spri-
ng drills will be at 3 p.m. Tues-
day, Wednesday, and Friday and
at 2 p.m. Saturday. The Saturday
session will usually be a scri-
mmage.
Top Knight
Out of Wood
MIAMI — Top Knight,
easy winner of the Florida Der-
by, will pass up the Wood Me-
morial at Aqueduct and go di-
rm•tly to Churchill Downs to be-
gin training for his assault on
racing's Triple Crown.
-• 'I'D LIKE to rim thavrItletats-
Wood," trainer Ray Metcalf
said yesterday, "but there's too
much traveling involved. I want
a fresh horse for the Kentucky
Derby."
Majestic Prince is the winter
book favorite for the Derby.
with Top Knight the second
choice, hut Metcalf isn't both-
ered by the rating.
"The-cc's no way," he said,
"that I would trade my colt for
Majestic Rance."
TOP KNIGHT will leave for
Churchill Downs 'April 19 and
begin training for his meeting
with Majestic Prince in the May
3 Derby.
"Good as the colt is right now,
It was a hard decision to
make." Metcalf said. "But
we've got the Preakness two
weeks after the Derby and then
the Belmont right after that.
"If !,ou've going Inc the Triple
Crown, you'l.e go to skip some-
thing and, in this case, it means
passing the Wood. So train
him up to the Derb."
METCALF. who did not give
'Top Knight a race atGulfstream
prior to the Florida Derby, is
following the same strategy he
did in 1965, when he won the
Flamingo at Hialeah and the
Florida Derby with Native
Charger.
feedier-
enCera ea-et
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VOTE FOR
JOHN WATSON
* For *
Sheriff
OF CALLO WAY COUNTY
• QUALIFIED - SERVICE AND HONESTY MY PLEDGE
FIRST TIME TO ASK FOR PUBLIC OFFICE
Eti SHERIFF'S OFFICE OPEN SATURDAYS,- ALL DAY
0 WHEN YOU CALL ME I WILL COME
— YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED —
Democratic Primary May 27, 1969
...
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Watch this Space !
Coming to Murray soon,
. the Cure for the 'BUG:, 
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Teen Impressed
by Married Man
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ARON'. I am a vers mature 17-year--old-girl, and I
Mkt a man who is 31. He has been married Inc eight years,
ist for six years he and his wife have had an understanding,
Wsi they do as they.pk•ase with no questions asked. He is a
Wry nice person and be respects me
I would 10te to talk to my mother about him. ;cis I am sure
she wouldn't understand To me, age doesn't matter as long as
we feel the same about each other Whenever he is around. I
pet butterflies in my stomach Carr you'anvise me'
BUT TE RFL. TES
DEAR BUTTERFLIF.S, What may feet tike -butterflies**
is year steatmeh add be bats in year belfry. I rani imagine
bigger womb% for s IT-yearend gel than an involvement with a
3lheer-aad married maa who-hes an euederstanding" with id:
wife. He's net as heir*" as you Mist he is. Lose him.
— - .
DEAR ABBY: Do you ttenk there is a4
4 
harm in women
wrestling with each other Le the privacy of a home if they are
relatcd or good friends'
My husband does
My MOthet- Iteneitilli Witte-tee three get alongt
The other night my huseand was asleep on the sofa and my
mother and I wire sitting on her bed, just talking. We were
kidding around and started -a playful pillow fight. It finally
developed into a wrestling match. We got to laughing and
nnnentaintieRad-Jbeesotamweike sanbusbande 
He Was very mad at im-arel said two grown women Should
not be Wrestling with ea* ether Tlionneat4 cadT see atlythint
wrong with it. inn sour .• DARLENE
DEAR DARIEN'S: Not as long as you bold the seise dews.
DEAR A.1313Y - My hushatens daughter by a former
marriage is being married soon tied shelties asked her fat
to give her away. He accepted and seems honored ant
delighted It's goiqg to be one of those big formal church
weddrogs. tOf count. I'm not going.i
I rnatese that as her father he has certain obligations hut if
he is asked to twee in a picture. with his ex-wife; I think he
MIMIC refuse. don't you'?
Their marriaee ended five years ago, and both heeend his
ex have remarried, so why try to re-create something which on
longer exists' SECOND WIFE
DEAR SECOND -WIFE:, Oi 'eke occasion of a child's
wedding. 1 4bisibeeliatereed parents gement do all they 'Oast to
make that epurpgmpy ler tbeir died as pessible. 14 I were
low. I crmiaM sat testers myself with whether or wet
RY bastrusat poses WO pietisw-Widi his -ex."
DEAR ARBY• We have 3 (leer-friend who is in her earlym
511s. She's attractive and younger looking end has been a widow
fees few leers Her chndremare grown and married.
R seems that her beim,.a twice married endnwitheleyoreed.
man iri his 30s, has sold her a hill of goods. He wants to marry
her' And she is apparently buying it!
We. her friends, have trte.rto cenvince her that it -could be
a mistake to marry this niagiejnat he- is looking for a mother,
NA a wife. What do you think? CONCERNED
• DEAR CONCERNED: I think the mess useless thing in the
world is misetietted seeker. Save yours.
• • • - • -
EvorgRody has a gawbkaa. What's years, Per a perseisal
reply write to Abby. BIS MN, Las Asset's, CM.. NNW sod
sochwe a stamped, selltaddremied eavelope.
• --
SATE TO -WRITE LITTIIRW- SEND if TO ABBY. 'BOX
Meek LOIS ANGELES, CAL., Wee. FOR ABBY'S ROOKLRT,
-now TO watt* Lierrists FOR ALL oCCAMONS.-
A new booklet tells how t
use decal to decorate anything
from -a wall platter' te issa URI-
brella stand Written originette
for den mothers end leathers.
the publication ;nes authenuc
ditat-isa u. riee - r "11:1-
liquIng" farniturh. for engleal
decoupage, sad for sps •f -
ects with the pasts-Or...
,Me3ereord Co 365 E Norto
Ave.. Carol eert•arn leh•
June Wedding Planned
MISS ANNA FATS LATHAM
__ Mr. and Mrs. Hubert.. (Jerry) LattiZm of Murray Route One
announce The engagement of their only daughter, Anna Faye. to
Kenneth Wesley McCormick, son of Kr. and Mrs. Joseph Wesley
McCormick of Kennett. Mo.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway. Count; High
School and received her Associate of Arts degree from Freed-
Harden= Collect, Henderson. Tenn. She will receive her Bache
lot of Science degree in the field of business education in June
from Murray State t'nivereitY
Mr McCormick, a greduate of Kennettt High School. is a
1985 alumnus of Arkansas State Untversity where tie was a mene
her of Alpha Kappa Psi. He is now associated with an account-_
'kg firm in Missouri.
A June wedding is being planned
Sir*"
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FIGHT CANCER. t___
GIVE TO THE AMUR! AN CANCER SOCIETY.
-13% is.
2% _
23% Breast
3% Lam;
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y, April le
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grose Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Harold Swift at
one p.m.
• • •
Grove 128 of the Woodiness ef
the World is scheduled to have
a dinner meeting at the Wo-
man's Club house at 8:30 pea.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club will
hold et/ regular meeting at the
club room at s^ven p.m. Willard
Ails is the scheduled speaker
on the subject of "Drugs". Mrs.
Billy Adams and Mrs. Hughes
Bennett are the hostesses.
• • •
Friday, April 11
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a work night at seven
p.m. at the riding ring. All
members are asked to come and
help get the grounds ready to
begin the riding season.
• • •
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
Mrs Lola Dunn, 1005 Fair-
Tape Drive, at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
Saturday, April 12
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
wiE have a rush party at the
Woodmen Hall at seven pm.
- - • • •
. o
Moolidee. April .14
The Bethany Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. Noel Melugin, 710 Olive
Street, at seven p.m.
• • •
*The -Subminrenliteme
Club Will meet at the home of
Mrs. Harry Russell, 1408 Pop-
lar Street, at seven p.m.
• • •
The South Pleasant Grove
H e era Club win meet at
the home of Mn. Robbie Mc-
Cuiston at one p.m.
• • •
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
social hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove Unit-
ed Methodist Church WSCS
will meet at the church at seven
• • •
The WSCS of the Coldwater
U-nited Methodist Church is
seireduled to meet at the church
at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Group HI of the First Christ-
len Church CWF is scheduled
to meet with Mrs. Coleman Mc-
Keel at 7:30 pm.
, • • •
The Sigma Department of the
8% reislenee Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7 30 p.m.
with Dr. T. Wayne Beasley as
the speaker. Hostesses will be
Mesdames James Parker, Leon-
ard Whitmee Gene Landolt, W.
J. Pitman, John Nanny, and
Prank Fun.
15% ther.
3% Urinary
4)70
14% Alkaher
All 73/taetica1 7710t,00ded
Sy JOAN 0311tUtill$
rINE MIGHT amulet that only-greater Limn It has ever
shopping for home fur- been but also modern ad-
rushings-would be-'estaser- nowfw--let vezIte Ilyrtrir the 'end
than it was in mother's diy. product virtues thalweren't
Not so' The selection-6 not dreamed -of 30 or more years
CAltrinlitits oF 104,, Illervolor. olefin -Iii.perfect f,.r laurf
dry room. It's moisture'•nteuitant, milliew•proof durable
Rubber becking makes this Cemetery carpet easy on feet
•
7
back, present problems, though
they are pleasing ones
O When buying-* carpet,
eneniple. a woman cannot
trust her eyes. Atthoure pat-
tern or texture may appeal so'
much more is now involved.
The carpet fiber is most im-
portant. How will it perform'
What are its precut-WI virtues'
••Proof of the break-
throughs that have been 'made
is found in the popularity of
using carpeting in work area*.
Would .Grandma ever have
dreamed of carpeting( Zer kit-
chen' Not in-herh -gffneorld.
she wouldn't!, But her grand-
daughter tan sanely go she'd
with awn a scheme beckifee
it is not only a pleating way
to handle kittben floors but a.
practical way
• Many no pet companies
now include -kitchen- er -out-
door" carpeting in their lines
The latter performed so well
under adverse weather condi..
Lions outside that it quite logl-
cally made the move trvi,lix-%
Sc cever fi0Ora that takn not
just wear and tear but .prils.
a:. well
Among development. that
please fru; practical pnrposes
is carpeting made _m °friar
fiber that is moisture r•alat-
ant mildew-proof. ,durable,
muffles sounds and thanks to
lubber hacking. is earey on the
feet, an important consolers.
•
• • •
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
with Dale Lemons as the speak.
er. Hostesses will be Mrs. James
A. Rogers, Mrs. Charles Homra,
Mrs. Earl Warford, and Mrs
Edward Shroat. 
.•
New Carpeting
Serves You Well
CARPET RAMEROARD that four inches tall finishes off
a wall-to-wall installation of Viking nylon carpet It has a
neat look and provides bumper protection frorn toys etc
tion in kitchen or laundry
Another advance worth not-
ing. eipeciatly when selecting
Lsorietiqg for a pli-o.,eoom, is
thy introducLfron 'of four-inch
„het edgier. It karts up
• „nee. ene. • •
mini watt{ that matches thr
floor covering, makes for •
neat wallboard and "frames"
U.' floor an it provides bump-
er protection !corn Vacuum
,lsanerot and children's toys
. • .
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Paschall-Armstrong Wedding Miss Sanderson &
Lynn Wayne Cobb
Are 'Engaged
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sanderson
of Sedalia announce the engage-
ment of their daughter, Brenda
Kaye. to Lynn Wayne Cobb, -•
son of Mrs Richard Swell of
Foster Lane, Mayfield.
Miss Sanderson is a 1988 411
graduate of Sedalia High
School. She is presently a fresh.
man at Murray State University
where she is majoring in bus-
iness.
Mr. Cobb attended Wing°
High School and is now attend-
ing Murray State University
where he is majoring in indust-
rial arts. He is presently em-
ployed at Murray State Uni •-
vers‘VietdYcli. as plans are incom-
plete.
MR. and MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Armstrong are now residing at Lynn
Grove following their wedding in January
At a six-thirty o'clock evening ceremony in the home of
Mr. and .Mrs. Henry Hargis, the nuptial vows were excite
Bro. Hargis performed the double ring ceremony
The bride is the former dedia Paschall, daughter of Mrs.
Mary L. Pasehall and the late ludolph Paschall of Murray. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee Armstrong of Lynn
Grove.
Miss Beverly Paschall, cousin of the bride, was the maid of
honor. Nelson Murdock, cousin of the groom, served as best man.
The immediate families were in attendance.
Following the ceremony a reception was held at the home
of the bride's mother.
Phyllis Canter &
Michael Groodiiiii
Plan Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Can-
ter of Lynnville announce the
engagement of their oldest
daughter. Phyllis, to Michael K.
Goodwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Goodwin of Dukedom,
Ttnn.
Miss Canter, a 1988 graduate
of Cuba High School. will be
graduated from Murray State
University this June with a
Bachelor of Science degree in
vocational home economics.
Mr Goodwin graduated from
Cuba High School in 1985, and
received the Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree from Murray State
University in January of this
year. He is employed with the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Cons-
many, Union City, Tenn.
Plans are incomplete for a
summer weddieg.
• • •
Girls Sewing Class
At Lynn Grove
Meets On Tuesday
The Lynn Grove 4-H Girls
Sewing class held its third
meeting at the home of the sew-
ing leader, Mrs. Inez Butter-
worth, on Tuesday, April 8.
This is the third year sewing
project group and they are
making a skirt and blouse. At
this meeting the girls were
taught how to put in an arm
hole facing and a neck facing.
This brings them near the Cam-
pletion of their blouses.
Girls attending were Vicky
Butterworth, Cindy Roller, Ban
ara Karnes, Marketia Orr, and
LaRhea Miller.'
• ;1;4
Darren Scott is the name cho-
sen by Mr. and Mrs Darrel
Clark of Murray Route Four for
their baby boy. weighing seem
pounds. born on Sunday, April
6, at 310 p.m. at the Murray-
-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Otho Clark of Murray
Route Four arid Mr. and Mrs:
Calvin Scott of Lynn Grove
Route One. Mrs. Cora Scott of
Lyme Grove Route One is a
great grandmother.
• • • .
Mr. and Mrs. John MCDo-
Dough, .1111 College Court,
Murray, are the parents of a
son, Sean Michael. weighing
seven Pounds four ounces, born
on Monday, April 7, at four
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. James McDonough, Jr..
of Trenton, N. J., and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Nealis of Levit-
town. Pa. Mn. Clara Hodges of
Philadelphia. Pa., is a great
grandmother.
• • •
The edemion 'Orden snail hr.
I,1:5 teeth, located in ite
tongue.
The plirl cils of
was colonized h1 the inerich.in
16We
• • •
Miss Joyce Miller
Will Speak At
Presbyterial
western Kentucky Spring
Presbyterial will meet in
Princeton, April 20-21, at the
Central Prebyterial Church. Mrs.
Richard C. Morgan. president.
will preside at the meetings.
The Sunday afternoon, April
20, meeting begins at 2 o'clock. It
is arranged especially for business
women, but ministers and other
visitors are welcome. Guest
speaker will be \Ins Joyce Miller,
national mission worker from
Pittsburgh, Pa. She will speak
- • -
An added feature this year win
be a dialogue, "The Importance
of Women's Work", ied by Mrs.
Alice MeVetty, national
executive committee member of
United Presbyeerian Women,
aiutilTW memBelrenof
resbyterial Executive Board.
They will be positing tip current
trends in worship. promfun, and
structure. This, too, will be
giomaxited „nocith of .Sunda s and
On Monday, coffee and
registration will begin at Ram.
and the meeting will start
promptly at 9:30. Lunch will be
served in Fellowship Hall.
• • •
PEISONAL3
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth who
has spent the winter in Florida
arrived horns' today (Thursday)
aecompanled by her daughter,
Hrs. Harry Whayne of Wash-
ington, D. C., and her grand-
daughter, Miss Lynn Whayne,
student at Murray State Uni-
versity, who have been visiting
Mrs. Butterworth in Venice,
Fla., and John Paul Butterworth
in Melbourne, mt. Mrs. Whayne
will return to Washington on
the following Sunday.
1
MARK EVERY GRAY'
Since IBM
Murray Marble
Worko
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Manager
111 Maple nt. 753-2512
•
lie United Press International
A girl can learn hair staling
from a new toy' available. It is
a -glamour school set-,. by
which younesters can learn all
types of stylists: from flips and
dips. to curls and swirls. The
-set includes a life-size, life,
-like head with rooted hair.
comb.., and rollers. Accretion'
wigs and falls can be styled on
the mannequin head and then
be worn be the little •eerl. The
set is patterned after heads
used by professional hairdreese
ere
'De Luxe Topper Corp.,
Eneirtfet h. NJ ..
• . •
Now to make easier the com-
plete a; indoa treatment is a
valance, coordinated is I t Ii
shades. The valance is made in
three sections. the two aide
feces overlapping the center
so that .stres can be flexible.
The valances come in a number
of styles from formal elegant
to country casual. ere made of
regular snade cloth, and are
installed easily en sin ordinary
curtainhred.
'Joanna Western Mills. Co:,
22nd etid Jefferson Sri, Chi-
ciao..
-5
1.4-1Air 
-HEALTH' CLUB
AIX TYPES OF EXERCISE . . . Featuring
SAUNA BATH
Phone '53-7381 305 Spruce Street
• •
"
a real heme bargain
tor the HANDYMAN
The frames are up Much work is done.
You complete or hire your own contractor.
• Buy home .arid land
• Small Down Payment
• Low Monthly Payment
• We finance up to 9 years
Several models aveilable-2 and 3 bedrooms
Location: Lot OM, Lakeway Shores Sub-
division. Color: Grey and white.
Contact
GAC Trans-World Accewanc• Corp.
Kid ilt, Mail •
1514 •ftril•tew• mine
Loutio.1110. Keokuk/ 4004
T•lopboas 505-451-4111111
rt-.--;,4rr.-1,oramieposire4"
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Sanderson a? •
a Wayne Cobb •
Engaged
Ind Mrs. Paul Sanderson
lie announce the engage
f their daughter. Brenda
to Lynn Wayne Cobb.
Mrs Richard Bazzell of
Lane, Mayfield.
Sanderson is a 1968 IkS
e of Sedalia High
She Is presently a fresh-
Murray State University
she is majoring in bus-
Cobb attended Wing°
!hool and is now attend-
array State University
le is majoring in Indust.
3. He is presently em-
it Murray State Uni- •
ing plans are incom-
• • •
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THE LEDGER Az TINES -- MURRAY. KENTUCKY APRIL 10, 114-Archeologists Find More Proof
Of the Phoenicians' Capabilities
MARSALA, Sicily (UPI) A
German archeologist 'believes the
. Phoenicians gave the ancient
Mediterranean world its first
great man-made port fortifica-
4 tions.
The fortifications, if that is
what they are, consist of a more
than milt-long seini-submerge.d
ruck barrier running from the
northern tip of Marsala north
to the tip of narrow Grand
Island.
The four-mile long island
shelters a narrow neck of water
off the westernmost tip ofa Sicily. Archeologists think one
of the small islands in the area
probably was the Phoenician
port of klozia which flourished
from the 8th to 4th centuriet
B.C.
The Phoenicians, traders
based on the coast of what now
is Lebanon, roamed and ruled
the Mediterranean before the
time of Ulysses.
Prof. Helinut Schleger, direc-
tor of the German Archeological
Institute, thinks the rock har-
rier is proof the bay was the
site of Mozia.
"Between Punta Alga- 'r(the
northernmost tip of Marsala)
and the tip of Grand Island
there is a line, which is broken
two times. These breaks may
be entrances from the sea lb-
ward the island of Mosul," he
said.
"This obstruction is some-
thing unique in the world ,be-
cause it is a t;uristruction more
•
than two kilometers long."
Previous researchers thought
the obstruction was- a natural
rpck ledge and that such a. bar-
der made it impossible for the
bay to have been a port.
Discoverer
Gen, Giulio Schmiedt of the
Vfilitary Geographic Institute of
Florence, Italy, first decided the
obstruction was man-made. He
was convinced by study of an
aerial photograph he had taken.
"At first I thought Schmiedt
had made a mistake and that
the aerial photo showed a na-
tural rock formation near the
water's surface that originally
connected Marsala with Grand
Island," Schleger said.
Then he flew over the site
himself and the different per-
spective from the air convinced
him Schmiedt's theory was right.
Preliminary investigations
showed at least part of the ob-
struction was formed of large
blocks of stone.
This summer Schleger plan-
to row up and down the ob-
-struction in an inflatable robber
boat to determine whether the
ledge is made of large stones
or Of blocks of tufa, a porous
lie hopes a close investiga-
tion will indicate it was built
by one of the first great races
Aaf sailors to protect -their com-
merce in the days before Greece
and Rome obtained supremacy
in the Mediterranean.
PROGRAM WIDENS
WASHINGTCV UPI - The Tea-
cher Corps program, which atte-
mpts to improve education in both
urban and rural poverty areas,
will operate in five more states
this summer. The U. S. Office
of Education said the new states,
which bring the total to 22, are
Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut,
Maryland and Oklahoma, The pro-
gram will also involve under-
graduate teacher trainees for
the first time this summer.
Verrry Interesting
ST. LOUIS (CPI) — A research
paper by senior Kenneth Sims of',
the Washington University School
of Medicine was entitled:
"General and Regional Enzymatic
Activities in the Developing Rat
Brain and Activities in-24 Regions
of Human Brain."
1,500,000 AMERICANS
ARE CURED OF CANCER
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
If They Could Only Swim, They
Would Have A Perfect Standing
IF THEY COULD ONLY SWIM - If Joyce (left) and LokiWooton could only swim well they would have a perfect co0.scholastic standing for the five full semesters they have been atMurray State University. The 20-year-old twin daughters of Mr.and Mrs. James Wooton, Madisonville, have "A's" in all theirSubjects with one exception, a Beginning Swimming coursewhich they took in their freshman year, earning a "B". Neitherknow how to swim when they came to Murray state.
PAPER, PASTE, scissors, crayons--they provide more than
fun They teach a child skills that will help her at school
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WATCHING children grownot just physically but
mentally ---is reward enough
for being a parent. The great
momenta alone are worth It all
—the first step, the first word
and, that greatest advance of
all, the first day at school. It
& is an exciting one, not just for
you, Mothe r. but for your
youngster.
• A whole new world of
learning and achievement
stretches before him. How he
accepts it initially is in great
measure up to you. The child
who is prepared for school
takes to it as the duck does
to water.
But what is preparation? It
4 is not a cram course in bl-
atant reading alerted at 18
months. Rather. it Is a subtle
and slow but steady process
that starts at home • teaching
a chill about himself and the
world he lives in, helping him
to grow not just up but out.
• The importance of pre-
a
•
school training ii stressed in
an excellent new book, "The
First Big Step" (Golden Press
$1,951 It is published by the
National School Public Bela-
tions Association in coopera-
tion with the Association of.
Classroom Teachers Depart-
ments of the National Educa-
tion Association and the Na-
tional Congress of Parents
and Teachers.
This is an impressive list of
experts, and you might as-
sume that they would write a
volume -if not two. Happily.
they have condensed their
advice into 30 well - written,
concise pages sparked with
delightful photographs of chil-
dren by Elizabeth Wilcox, sev-
erti of which are reproduced
here
Brevity is the beauty of
this book Even the busiest
mother will have time to
study the text and build on
such suggestions as
• Teach your child to hear.
*101111ATA THAEt_It's a question children ask when they
notice something new Wise mother makes time to answer.
.P •
LEARNING TO know herself is important, too. Point out
what the, mirror shows—two eyes. one nose, three- teeth
Let shut his eyes and
listen to birds, train whistles.
construction drills, voices.
• Show him how to use his
senses --- taste (which things
are sweet, which are sour? ) ,
smell (perfume, apple pie, cab-
bage); touch (rough, smooth,
cold, solid, round)
• Teach him colors and
shapes.
• Show him differences in
meaning—up and down, In and
him out, fast and slow. .
These tips merely skim the
suggestions made in a book
that shows mothers how im-
portant little things are to
learning.
Pouring his own milk .
dusting a table for you .
learning to use paste, paper
and scissors all develpp
a child's abilities, stimulate
his interest and ready him for
"The First Big Step."
ri%Env skim. • child learns is a step forward It's an
achievement when he can pour his milk without spilling it.
- JALTR41.4-Y, KY., — If Lois and
Joyce Wooten could only swim
well, they would' blee parfect
4.09 scholastic standings at Ma--
ray State University.
As it is, the 20-year-old twin
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. James
Vooten, 1slacti sonvi Ile, have
identical 3.99 standings out of the
passible 4.00 for five semesters
at the University.
%kith exception of one coarse,
they have had A's in all their
studies, and they had a B in that
one,
"That was in our freshman
year." Lots said. "Neither of us
knew how to swim when we came
to Murray, so we signed up for
Beginning Swimming."
"We did manage to learn how
to stay up in the water, but
apparently not well enough to get
an A cut of the course," she
adied.
Both girls are 5-foot-5, blue
eyed, brunettes and are so iden-
tical their classmates consistent-
ly mistake them 3rie for the other.
Do they dress alike? No, not
any more.
"We did through high schoal,"
Lois explained, "but when we
came to Murray we started buy-
ing clothes in accordan?e with
our individual tastes.
"It has been goon, top," she
went on. "Instead of having two
GOSPEL SINGERS are pictured Friday nignt
at Sedalia High School prior to the benefit
Gospel Singing held for Leukemia victim
Allen Guthrie. Pictured front row left are the
Melody Notes from Murray; back row are the
New Crusaders Quartet from Paducah.
Pictured front row right are the Harmonettes
AT SEDALIA SCHOOL—About 800 to 900
persons attended the Allen Guthrie Benefit
Gospel Singing held at Sedalia High School
Friday night. Despite a downpour of rain the
people pictured gave their dollars and
from Murray and back row is the singing
Morgan family from Lynnville. Not pictured
are the Key Quartet of Paris, Tenn., and the
Bible/Wes of Paducah who also sang In the
event. The singing brought in $1,280 to be
added to the Allen Guthrie Fund.
photo by Joe Hayden
attended the singing to help the Leukemia
victim. The Allen Guthrie Fund received
$1,280 from the singing. Several quartets
from this area donated their services to aid the
Guthrie youth.
- • identical wardroaes, we have two
different oaes which both of us
can chose from."
"We are always swapping out-
fits, although this gets a little
coafusing to our friends."
An elementary and English ma-
jor, Joyce plans to teach follow-
ing her graduatioa from Murray.
Lois, majoring in mathemetics
and accounting, hasn't made up
her mind yet whit she'll do.
"I'll have a teaching certifi-
cate, if I ',rent to teach," she
said. "but I have been giving a
lot of thought into going into
some form of business or in-
iustrial work where I can use my
mathematics and accounting
tnAitni"Mad."isonville High School,
where they graduated in 1966,
both girls ranked No. I in a
class or 240. Only two Wm-
students ranked as high.
Theirs is the only case in
which the Murray State Univer-
sity Alumni Association awarded
two $400 freshman szhalarshipt
In the same Scho31 in one year.
Since then, each girl has recei-
ved a total of $500 in campus
and scholastic scholarships to
help them along financially in
addition to the two jobs they hold
on camels.
Joyce is a secretary to Miss
'Ruble Smith, chairmen or the
DepArtment ci er.lerocraary Ed-
ucation, while Lois works for
Mrs. Jane Cremcr in the Depart-
ment of Business Education.
130th admit they- have had to
discipline themeelves to study,
spending an average of four or
five hours a night buried.* n their
books sal aisncerarit. "W 'Us our
jo'as, evenings are4hont the enly
times we have to &tut'," Lois
said.
Both are active on zame.,v1
a ztiv it ie s and organ' zatiCel3.
Joyce is prea.dent of the Mtr
ray the A ssociatioa
for Childaood Zaiication and is
socretary• of Ga-mion Beta Ph',
an organization mania cc Pf far-
nen' high school Beta CIO mom-,
bets. She also is a meinber of
Alpha Chi, an honorary gro.ip
made up of juilors and seniors.
Lo:s is president of the Euc-
lidean Math 21u', vice-president
of Gam le Beta Pill, treasurer
of Alpha In arid i nye -117:er of
Pi Omega Pi, an honorary group
for business eireation mejors.
BoUi are former rnerrenrs 'of-Al-
p na La_m'.11 Delta. an hono.-ary
grisso for fresitria.1 -vomen.
Both ale) are utive in the
Mti-ray Christian Fellcsvsh'p, a
gror, :omperied of stud'
eats from .:Itristian roches,
tind n the aztivities at their
cir:Mlory. Woods Hall.
POSTSKI Naka of Milan fea-
tures this after-ski ensemble
of wool jersey tunic, slacks
and yellow and mustard
fringed scarf.
GOOD/PEAR
2? t"iv0,1
aWV -11 BUY FIRST TIRE AT REGULAR PRICE...
ettre totir GET SECOND TIRE AT Y2 REGULAR PRICE!
BUY TWO
AND SAVE- OFFER
ENDS SAT NIGHT!
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rc
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SENATORS, 1 Moe You'd think the high office of presi-
dent would at least be spelled correctly on theses!. espe-
cially when he. himself, IS in attendance, but it isn't. That's
Waahington's new owner, Robert E Short, escorting Presi-
dent Nixon to his box seat at the game
EDITORS: If you do not use this map Immediately. please
save it for use with future *ire Isms...4.-4E1-S
NIGERIA
r,
NORTH I
• )%cgstrtALIN NORTHEASTERN
)
- ..•••• ‘r-\"..*-
\ SENU
t" ....,PLATEAU
•
WESTERN "Zs
LAGOS
---,„„•
LAGOS WEEITSP4T-
EAST
CENTRAL
eiBOASU T  EHR- N
PORT MARCOS% LET Ilk FIA
"P
c.
AFRICA
NIGERIA
CA MI I 0081
NIGERIA'S 12 states are outlined here, Airlisding Biafra,
where a long secessionist war has resulted In mass hunger.
mun747 pludia-T-Two of the 14 soldiers on trial on mutiny
charges leave the trial room at Fort Ord. Calif. They are
Pvt. Ernest Trefethen. 19, Gatesville. N.Y.. and (left Pvt.
Danny Seals. n, Orangevale. Calif. The 14 are accused as
a result of a sitdown at the Preaidio in San Francisco.
A laliels-snash
Make holiday cranberry cas-
serole with leftover turkey,
ham, chicken or pork
Mix well together 4 cups each
of mashed cooked sweet po-
tatoes and cooked ham turkey.
chicken or pork. 1 • ax.. ounce
can of pineapple tidbits, un-
drained. 12 cup of sugar.
teaspoon of nutmeg. 1 teaspoon
of seasoned salt and 1 cup of
fresh cranberries, coarsely'
chopped Spoon into a well-
greased V5 quart casserole.
Sprinkle with F4 pound of bulk
sa&jmeatrthat has been
fried until it just begins to
brown and top with I-2 cup of
bread crumbs. Bake 25 to 30
minutes in prehested 350 de-
gree oven Makes 6 to El serv-
ings
Jelly Relish
• Pot a change of pace make
willed cranberry nut relish for
holiday meals Combine 1 (14
ounce' ler of cranberry-
orange relish 14.11h 12 cup of
finely cpopped -pecans Dis-
solve 1 .3 ounce) packare of
grapefruit or stravi'berry punch
Never gelatin in I, clip of boil-
ing water Stir into relish and
chill until firm :n a pretty
servinr dish 'Makes about 212
cups
Hair sprays are tr.o most
PoPtilar aerosol-packaged prod-
uct, tt.e industry says. Close
seconds conunue to be deodor-
ants, laundry products and
paints
REPEATT That's probably
What 's on Mayollenith's mind
in Detroit as the manager
of • the world C41:i Wel Ti-
gers ponders the new ..easOn
Blind Man
Works For
Girls' Home
By VIC VANZ1
JERSEY CITY, N. J. UPI -
John J. McGrath is a blind man
who has been designing buildings
he will never see for the under-
privileged, the broken, the lost
and the disabled.
His concern now is the abused
and battered child and he hopes
to build a home for the children
whose parents have been deemed
unfit to care for them.
It will be named the "Villa
Alicia" for a child who died in
New York two years Ildo at
Laster time, with a bigebeceleie
by sent by McGrath bookie her
In the hospital.
"This won't be an institution."
McGrath said. "It will be a home
for these poor kids who never
NW a deceit one."
Since last August, McGrath-
who lost his sight in a MUISTUDOS
accident in World War II - has
been dickering with the New York
archdiocese for the purchase of a
200.rcre tract of land in Washing-
too, N. J.
"I think God has a hand in
this," says McGrath. "It's an
opportune time to get this thing
going."
The home in the secluded nor-
thwestern New Jersey woodlands
would be for girls only - 150 of
them.
He says the archdiocese, which
owns the land, is willing to sell
U he can come up with $200.000.
A Jersey City man who he would
not name has donated $50,000
'toward the goal, "but that's Itso tar."
McGrath heads the Blue Veil
Foundation, a non-profit ,philan-
thropical organisation he started
several years ago. He has de-
signed and befit shelters through
foundation &endow in Maryland
and New Jersey IGT vowed moth-
ers and the mentally retarded.
He is nota registered archite-
ct, but has designed scores of
buildings with the help of his
friend and engineer, Harris K.
Smith of Jersey City. Two years
ago, the two collaborated on the
construction of a nursing home
in Hackettstown, N. J. and at that
time, McGrath learned of Alicia.
" That was the beginning," he
says. "I'm going to call my home
for abused kids 'Villa Alicia.'
That girl's tragedy consumed
my whole heart and soul."
- SOCIAL
SECURITY
Here are some questions
people have been asking and
answers that should be of
to others.
1. Q. I am a waitress MOM
My bass tells me I must ksep I
record of my tips and pay the
social security tax to him at the
end of every month. Is this true?
A Yes, if your Ups lea month
amount to $20 or more from any
one employer you must pay th
social security tax. Because your
employer will send in the report
of the Ups, they will be ackled to
your social security record and
you and your dependents will have
greater social security protect-
ion in the event of your retire-
ment, disability , or death.
2. Q. I have to pay the social
security tax on the tips I receive
from patrons. What good does it.
do me?
A Social Security benefits are
based on how much a person
Urns over the years. By adding
year Ups to your regular wages,
your social security benefit will
higher.
L Q. I will be retiring soon
and would like to file my claim
for social security before then.
However, I am not able to visit
the social security office during
its normal hours. How can I take
care of my claim for benefits?
A You should file your claim
for social security two or three
months before you reach 65. The
Social Security Office at112South
Tenth Street, Paducah is normal-
ly open from 8:45 A.M. to 5:00
P.M., Monday through Friday. To
better serve,the public, the office
remains open Thursdays from
5:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
4. Q. I am getting ready to file
an application for social security
benefits since I will be retiring
Ws time to move outdoors for work and play... Big K is filled with everything you'll need for outdoorliving ... AND NOW THESE ITEMS ARE SPECIALLY PRICED TO SAVE YOU
Special Season Opening Priced
LAWN FURNITURE
'Ss strands of sturdy ...Mina on sturdy alcalsIgown
Immo. Saes 15% mar our law everyday prim
whim you boy this special three-piece set includ-
ing two folding choirs and fettling looms,.
3-PC REDWOOD
PICNIC TABLE SET
This handsome, sturdy
lounge will be welcomed on
any patio or sun room this
summe• Buy now at Big K
and save.
Six-fooi picrie table with
two benches. Quality out-
door furniture in genuine
California Redwood.
PATIO ALL WEATHERCASUAL TABLE
PATINTED SIMPLE LOCKING FEATURE
ALL
ASSEMBLED
Seedy Sress
Fehlisi Legs
19" round,
high with sturdy
brass Folding Ins
Large enough to
hold a full meal
Several patterns
kern which to
choose.
DELUXE
MAGIC LOUNGE
NO BOLTS
OR NUTS
YOUR
CHOICE
36 position lounge hos many
use, and fold* up in seconds for
easy storage. Strong foci* resist-
ant vinyl with steel rachets
Snap-on, removable paciod loot
paw. When you see ther you
will seam ono
14"
GARDEN CART
•
et,
saus—Met, to I heed to brie 
with me when I visit the social
security office?
A. When youapply for irostrilae.
ial security benefits, you ebtitild
take your social security card,
birth certificate or other evid-
ence of your total earointS for
your most recent year of work;
However, U you de not have all
of these documents, du not delay
filing your application. Any evid-
ence needed can he submittedaff-
er the claim is made.
5. Q. I plan to retire before
I am 65. How will this affect my
social security benefits?
A. It is possible to receive
monthly retirement benefits fr-
om social security as early as
age 62. If benefits begin before
65, however, they will be re-
duced. This can be as much as 20
percent less at 62. Your social
security office can furnish an
estimate of your benefit amount,
6. Q. My mother needs help
with her social seem ity
.1'
31/2 HORSE POWER
LAWN MOWER #
44 44 444
•114
21- Cut Recoil Stoner, 3%
and Stratton Engine. lull -
'Hoare.. lock Frets Wheals.
EXTENSION
LADDERS
454.
20-ft 184
$2444-
Bug Killer
888
America's most populor
garden cart 30"  a
a It V/". Semi Pnetanatic
Easy rolling tires, new
nylon bearings. Engl.
awed to ciiiminate oc
cid•Mal dumping A
long-life, no mainten-
ance product
Akrr .tins IF
GARDEN HOST
SPECIALS'
SO-ft., 3/1466
',v.. wItti • errs
year gverairse.
Set. 5/iivice 1 $277 •
wimp loinkto
41.11111"...1
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ir, if you do not have all
e documents, do not delay
our application. Any avid-
?eded can be submitted aft-
claim is made.
!. I plan to retire before
,3. How will this affect my
security benefits?
t is possible to receive
y retirement benefits &-
dal security as early as
If benefits begin nerfore
iwever, they will ne re-
This can be as much as 30
t less at 62. Your social
y office can furnish an
te of your benefit amount.
1. My mother needs help
er social security claim,
lb
PAGE SEVEN•_
.butAabee&slihaad
it the office. What shetlitt Aide
A - While a visit at Ihe local
office is preferred, many social
security matters can be handled
by mail or telephone. If this is
not possible , and your mother
cam,/ travel to the office, a re-
pre.sentative from your local soc-
ial security office will visit her
at home.
7. Q. I will be 65 soon but do
not plan to retire yet. Is there
anything I have to do about social
secarity9
A. Even U you plan to keep
working, you should file your
social security application two to
three months before 65. This will
give you protecUon under Medi-
care as soon as you are 65. Also,
it is possible in some cases to
pay benefits for at least part
of the year even when you work
full-time all year.
Hospital Report
ADMISSIONS
Master Steve McReynolds, 905
Meadow Lane, Murray, Floyd
Cogdell, 708 South 3rd St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Lista Morris & Baby
Boy, 102 College Court, Murray;
Mrs. Bobbie Ferguson, Box 211,
Murray; Robert Perry, 305 South
8th St., Murray; Luther Richer-
son, Puryear, Tenn.,; Milton Wi-
lliams, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Angie Patton, 207 Walnut, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Willie Jones, Rte. 2,
Murray; Ernest Stokes, 510 South
13th St., Murray:
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Fones, Rte. I, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Diane Inman, 11011/2 Ma-
in St., Murray; Tommy Mercer,
407 South llth St.. Murray; Mrs.
THE LEDGgs. TIMES —
Carol McDougal & Baby Girl,
ll
1006 Payne St., Murray, Floyd
Cogdell, 708 South 3rd St., Mur-
ray; James Brandon, 523 Seuth
Ilth St., Murray; Carl Rogers,
201 North 16th St., Murray; Ha-
fiord Gilbert, 1610 Farmer Ave.,
Murray; Master Brent Huffman,
906 College Court, Murray; Miss
Pamela Turner, Rte. 7, Benton;
Miss Shanda Reid, Rte. 1, Ben-
ton; Mrs. Margaret Reeder, Rte.
1, Murray; Mrs. Evelyn George,
Rte. 2, Cactlz; Mrs. Pamela Rod-
gers & Baby Boy, 1609 Locust
Drive, Murray, Willard Thweet,
Almo; Miss Glenda Kelly, Rte. 3,
Murray; Cation Mason, Rte. 2,
Farmington, Mrs. Eurah Daven-
port, 604 Ellis Drive, Murray;
Mrs. New Maxedon, 208 Wood-
lawn, Murray. t
ADMISSIONS
Master Brian Huffman, 906
College Court. Murray; Raymond
Rte. 2, Kirksey; Miss
Anita Thomas, Rte. 2, Murray;
Master Gary Gibbs, 917 North
18th St., Murray; Mrs. Ople Tur-
byfill, Rte. 1, Hazel, Mike Broa-
ch, 705 Elm St., Murray; Mrs.
Nell Farmer, 715 Main St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Bettie Edmonds, 504
Whitnell, Murray; MeS.FloY Wit-
herspoon, Rte. 2, Pismington.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lutricia Poyner & Baby
Boy, Rte. 2, Hazel, Linzy Beans,
Rte. 3, Murray, Mrs. Jane Gar-
land, Rte. 2, Kirksey; Master
Thomas Martin, Gen. Del., Haz-
el; Mrs. Virginia Allen & Baby
Girl, 1600 Keeialand Drive, Mur-
ray; Rickey Latimer, 1705 Miller
Ave., Murray, Tommy Marshall,
801 Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Clara Skinner, 1667 Ryan Ave.,
Murray; Mrs. Madelene Jones,
Box 116, Hazel, Mrs. lla Futrell,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
LOU Olive St., Murray; Mrs. Mary
Like, Box 277, Hazel.
EXPIRED
Mrs. Nell Farmer, 715 Main
St., Murray.
TOO MUCH
MUDEFORD, England UPI -
Pub owner Dave Davies hoped
for an active Easter weekend,
but when a hoard of tourists
brought out by- sunny weather
turned up and then two amateur
rugby teams held a drinking con-
test his eicpectations got out of
hand.
Over the weekend they drank
3,000 pints of draft beer, 2,000
pints of bottled beer and 700
bottles of stout ale- all he had
In the pub.
REMAINS CONVINCED
DENVER UPI - Roman G. Wen-
inger, a 58-year-old Colorado
wheat farmer, still thinks the
November presidential election
was crooked. U. S. Dist. Judge
Alfred A. Arraj dismissed Wen-
tiger's complaints by saying his
court was "completely without
jurisdiction" but Weninger said
he would take the case to the
Sivreme Court.
He said former President Ly-
ndon B. Johnson used trickery
to keep his name off the ballot
and added, "I ain't doing this
for the publicity, but I think
the election was crooked."
A new fiberglass window
shade cuts down on glare and
harmful rays of sun pouring
into a room. The shades, called
"petit point'', are of translu-
cent material to filter the light
gently.
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BAR B BOWL
Wagon
GRILL
Features 4-position chrome
Opted grid, worming oven,
formica cutting board and
hinged lid, utility shelf, roto
rest, whitewall wheels and
heavy duty domestic motor. 177
24" FLODING
BAR-B-C)
GRILL
6"
PorsInted fold-N-Lock
legs of rustfree alum.
!num. Sturdy light-
weight, compact de-
sign for easy carry.
ing and storage.
16-Piece Plastic
Dinnerware Set
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loyal Oak Charcoal
CHARKETS:
2619`
Hem's • Mel b'" Scowloy In ea oppoty Oaf •••••••••towlworl Itermal
skitters, sail ma
etho. hordweed•
RIDING MOWER
featuring twin blade, 32" cutting deck and new,
exclusive Sail-Seat Blade Clutch. 8-speed Trans-
mission (six forward, two reverse). Built from
the ground up for powerful, easy, crriforkable
handling,
\I
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STARTER
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It's so easy to beautify your grounds ... And in-
expensive, too, when you buy at Big K Super
Save Prices!
Big K Brand
White
PICKET FEN(t
8" x 30" 4 te. $100 ss.L2cuft
idea Jr Docker Spark
SHRUB and HEDGE
TRIMMERS
sir . '3999
5 ILE.
Premium Full
Yr. Warranty _
Digs II" *asp, 84" wide trite ease.
10" Farrow* Tool for laying out rows
or haling, standard eantptualt. Tines
ruaranteed oat year against break_ve.
.spRI-116
SUBS
CANNAS L7c
3 to pkg. tp
BEGONIAS
N..2½ 54C2 to box
AMARYLLIS 47C
pkg.
GLADIOLIS 77C
2 pkgs. of 10 I
DAHLIAS
complete
Grown in Hol-
land, 
 33C
variety of 01210fli
SHRUBS and TREES
Grown especially for Big K
in OcMinnville Tenn.
5' to 6'
FLOWERING CRAB
12" to 15"
BOXWOODS
24" to 30" "
GLOBE ABORVITAE
$397
288
$397
8' to 10'
Silver Maples
488
Complete selection of other
'rem and shrubs at camper
obis Super Save prices
toff loosoont
HEDGE 51111AltS
PETUNIAS
GARDEN
TOOLS
• Shovel
• Rake
• Cultivator
• Hee
• Spade
ONE LOW MICE
YOUR C140101 ..
COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT
FLOWER
SEED
Ammisses
red Mmes. Works-
AN* Gag emi Noah
my lame
8 to 9 plants per pock 6
21 Varieties of Bedding Plants from which to
cheese . . Including Big Soy Tomatoes, Snaps,
Cobs, Alyssum, Verbena
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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•E xcludes finance, insurance and real estate firms, comparable
sales figures not available.
SOLIfte: Computed by Chamber of Commerce of the United
States from data by U.S. Department of Commerce
By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
HON BIG ARE PROFIT MARGINS? Fifty billion dollars
sounds pretty big for business profits, but sales are big,
too. Corporate profits after taxes have averaged only 3-to-
4 per cent of sales during most years since World War II.
This 'means a business firm had to sell about $25 to $35 of
goods and services to retain $1 of profits after taxes. Some
people erroneously think profit margins on sales are 20-to-
30 per cent because they confuse profit with -mark-up"---
titer difference between sales price and coat. These people
forget business overhead costs. Profit margins vary widely
between industries and tend to rise during periods of busi-
ness expansion and fall during recessions.
OPERATION OKLAHOMA HILLS north of Da Nang, South
Vietnam, comes up with these Viet Cong suspects, who are
led blindfolded to interrogation by U.S. 9th Division Marines
It's a sweep to clear the foe from the region (Radiophoto)
SOFT ToUCH
HOUSTON UPI - Arthur Howa-
rd, 26, walked into the "Eat - A-
Go - Go Hamburger Stand" and
demanded clerk Mrs. Mary Fran-
klin hand over what was in the
till.
Instead, Mrs. Franklin, 43,
handed him a hard luck story
about how she already had been
robbed and was broke. Howard
was so moved by her sad tale
he offered her some of his own
money.
Meantime, the cook slipped
out the back way and tipped off
police, who arrested Howard and
charged him with attempted arm-
ed robbery.
PRIDE IS DOWNFALL
BOURNEMOUTH, England UPI
- The Round House Hotel was
justly proud of its thiefproof
locks from America. Everybody
In the hotel. Including the mana-
ger, found themselves locked out.
One of the guests finally broke
In through a window and opened
the door after a locksmith found
the thief-prdof lock could be open-
6oly A-nlyt the tneicie
BAD SAMARITAN Jim Wes-
tra. 40, started a five-day
jail term on Easter Sunday
In Grand Rapids, Mich.. on
conviction last fall of violat-
ing Michigan's conservation
I a w forbidding harboring
wild birds or animals. He
Lured for an. injured baby
racsocn brought to him by
children after its mother %vas
killed by a gar:
COPY NOT ALL
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•*,
•
_
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PALM LIGHT TEL
Mutat movoili is Me enema and Themes S Ball. 28, handcuffed at vnista and ankles.
gives the palatines' a. pima el hie mind in Rockford, Ill. Beyond is his overturned car.
Religion
Worked Into
Advertising
By DIEM DCOER
MCSCOW UPI - Do you Mow
who makes "Soviet cheese?"
Qilldren In this atheistic coun-
try have the answer: God did.
They all saw it on nations'
television - God milked &hawse-
ly cow, made their tsvoritebrand
of cheese, pimthedholeelnit,aed
before dropping it through the
cloods to the earth, putthestamp
' Sovietsky Sir" Soviet diesel/ea
U.
The two - dal
preildie Ma dleese's "heave&
Ir. IRAs, shows better than any-
thing else that the Soviet author-
ities are awakening to the tact
Mat advertising Is not "Capital-
let evil."
Greater Efforts
Indeed, the government news-
paper Lasselia today called for
greater efbrtelo develop adver-
tising into an independent jades-
try.
Advertising, said lzvestia, "is
art plus science and not a simple
business. The art of advertising
Is very complicated and, as any
art, it requires Inowledge."
The Americans, the authorita-
tive aserseeper said, thirst for
profits so they "forgot the com-
mon some" and flooded their
Mess Meath ads.
The-Rasslins won't repellent
SEAWAY OPENS First ship sails through the St. Lambert
lock of the St. Lawrence Seaway to open the 10th season of
operation of the international waterway. The Maj Ftagne..a
Swedish vessel. takes The honors in Montreal
is
TAKE
STOCK IN
AMERICA
mistake, boast,* said. "But we
have to admit that advertising is
a prime mover of commerce, and
in the conditions of economic re-
form in this country, is also a
prime mover of production effor-
ts."
Daily Feature
Television commercials here
appeared several months ago and
by now are a regular daily featu-
re.
Interestingly ecough, many of
them employ religious connotatio-
ns to impress on the viewers the
high quality of products advertis-
ed. Thus, for instance, Soviet
watches are so good that gods
use them to keep time while
meeting on Mt. Olympus.
Newspaper ads are still scar-
ce. Recently an american airline
company managed to place few
half-page ads in a Moscow even-
ing newspaper advertising its
Moscow to New York flights.
So Ear, all Soviet advertising
is being directed by a special
office of the ministry of trade
but Isvestia indicated this evedd
be changed soon.
"Advertising organizations sh-
ould be absolutely independent
and autonomous," lavestia said.
PRAISES PLAN
WASHLNGTON UPI - The While
House has praised South Vietnam
President Nguyen Tnieu's six-
point peace plan. A spokesman
for President Nixon said Thieu's
program, announced a few days
ago, "demonstrates his desire to
achieve peace in the area as he
outlined in the objectives of his
tamed."
Overaght
CREW, England (UPI)-Thr
powerful locomotive thundered
out of the station after the
signal turned green and disap-
peared into the darkness. But
the six passenger cars and a
string of mail cars that made up
the rest of the train remained
behind.
Someone at Crew Station had
forgotten to couple them to the
engine. The oversight was dis-
covered shout 20 miles away.
LIIDGISK & TIMES
Carson On
Offensive
TV Material
By DONALD E, MULLEN
:401.7).ird04IR*
jorIKR•Y. IKIINTUCKY THURSDAY — APRIL 10. MS
NEW YORK UPI - Television's
Johnny Carson, no et:anger ki
tattle to liberalise espressionon
the tube, thinks the corroder's-
matt between the governmerd
wad the networks over "offesp
sive" material on television is
a case of "the bland leading the
bland."
Carson spoke on the subject
In an interview this week with
United Press Internatioaal. He
was just tack from vacation, in
a relaxed mood but obviously
troubled by the brickbats beteg
tossed at television from Wash-
ington.
"They get sex and violence
mixed Ai. It kills me - what do
you have on television that so
sexy? It's all so bland. The
violence I do find disturbing .
I'm offended when I see shows
that depict somebody getting be-
aten up with a tire iron.
Knows Ground Rules
"The trouble is that if you say
you're for permissiveness on
television, people think you're
for everything. I'm not for any-
thing goes - I've been here for
a low time and! know the
rules. I know you can't do dirty
jokes or have naked people at,
You've got to have rules,
It's the creative people on tel
vision who have to regulate them
selves."
Carson mentioned the r
statement by Sen. John 0. P
tore, D-R. I., who as chair
of the subcommittee on corn
unications, has called for rigid,
centralized sell-censorship by
the networks, including pre-
screening of all shows to cut
"offensive " material.
"Who's going to censor the
censor?" he asked. "Who goverv
as the governing body? What is
uncomfortable for Senator Pas-
tore to see may not be for others.
My taste is lust as ff.% v—eccatta
as some setator's. I don't want
anybody telling me what I can or
cannot watch. I think I should
make my own decons.
"There's a definite danger of
heavy proscription of television
by the government. It smacks of
big brother. 'We will protect you,
ladies and gentlemen, against
somelideg you shouldn't see.'
When the government starts to
say what is bad for you, then it
can torn erased and say this will
be good for you. Instead of 'what
can't they see?" it can become
'what shouldn't they see."
Networks Uptight
"The networks are tgaight - I
know that's an overworked word,
but it's tree - they're uptight
because somebody's investigat-
ing them. They tend to go over-
board. Pretty soon we won't be
able to say anything.
"For trample, you can't even
say the word 'naked' without
offending some people - no kid-
ding. We sometimes get maybe
200 letters complaining about
something like that, and the net-
work listens. What about the eight
million other viewers who aren't
complaining?
"People should see what they
want to see. 'If you don't west
to see it, don't go, Anyway, this
nudity and sex in plays and mov-
ies will have a reversal. People
will get tired of it, It's boring."
RELATICKS DCFROVI
WALLIIINGTai UPI. Rainless
betimes Fraaee aid th
States have "clearly
In roma incsi;mi joraseweng
to Freese Fen* lib*
eel Debra. Dare, in Wasidegion
for the SOte anniversary &eat*
of NATO, described Franco-AO.
wicks relations as "excellent,"
and credited President Nines lei.
th the improvement.
PANEL TO REVIEW
WASHINGTON UPI - A Ear
Cabinet - level taak force assign-
ed to review U. S. eti Import
controls says it hopes to Make
Its recommendations to the Free-
'dent in six months. The panel,
chaired by Labor Secretary Ge-
orge P. Shultz, keld its first
meeting Tuesday. The carnet
oil import regulations have sot
been reviewed for more thee a
decade.
LESS THAN HOUR
WASHINGTCIN UPI -Romer
tatives of the United Transpor-
tation Workers Upton eadContin-
ental Trailways Bus Co. met for
less than as hour Tuesday in as
attempt to end a else-day strike
against the bus firm. The strike
covers Trailways service In a
portion of the Motile Athatic
region, from New York Is Wad-
ingtoa. No additional negotiations
were schedeled.
Nebraska's lamest
landowner is the U.S. mese
Se-mice, with 340,000 acres.
• • •
The world's first rodeo was
staged in North Platte, Neb.,
Julx 4. 1882, by William F.
(Buffalo Bill) Cody.
Successful Tooth Transplant
Brother Now "Wearing" His Sister's Teeth
Ile JAMS HUM WWI,
Central P•044 •seocwition
Correepowdent
ELKHART, lnd. -- Chances
are no teen-iogers in town are
happier about their teeth today
than 14-year-old Margy Batten
and her 13-year-old brother,
sin.
That's because two of her
teeth, which Incidentally, Mar-
gy was glad to get rid of, are
now growing beautifully in
Bill's mouth.
This strange story of the
first time teeth have been trans-
planted successfully between
two persons began when the
peculiar progress of the teen-
agers teeth proved puzzling to
theil• regular dentist, Dr D, G.
Lehman of Elkhart.
So much so that Dr. Lehman
asked • team of University of
Michigan oral surgeons to help
probe the problems. At once
they found that two of Margy's
molars were Impacted—wedged
between the jawbone and other
teeth. As for Bill's bicuspids.
they had never developed
• • •
THE SURGEONS concluded
that Btll stood to benefit from
a tranaplent if it could be
achieved. Tests showed that the
youngsters had different blood
types. Bill is "0"; Maxey ta "A".
This, the experts figured,
would make them incompatible
for a simple blood transfusion.
So that was ruled out and it
also was deficit(' to use only a
local anesthetic for the opera-
The decision to go ahead was
bolstered by this reasoning:
blargy'a molars had to come
out, in any case—and Bill had
nothlag to lose if the trans-
plant failed, and two teeth to
gain, if it succeeded.
Foe the history-making oper-
ations the kids were placed in
adjoining rooms at the School
of Dentistry. Two surgeons and
a nurse-haver prepared Bill and
then extracted two teeth and a
small portion of the surround-
ing bone from Margy They im-
planted the molars in the boy's
111111 Soften (left) smilingly shows the two teeth
that once belonged to his sister Margery (right).
upper Jaw in the space where
nature had failed to provide
bicuspids.
For six weeks the teeth were
held in place by stabilizing
wires, much like a regular
brace. The wires were then re-
moved. The molars looked me-
chanically stable, but as yet
there was "no response in the
pulp chambers where the vital
tissues were located."
At the end of September, X-
rays showed for the first time
that the roots of Bill's new bi-
cuspids had started growing.
• • •
TODAY, leas than a year after
the transplant, X-rays prove
that a new layer of dentin is
being formed inside the pulp
canal; new sockets have devel-
oped in the jaw: and both mo-
lars are.healthy looking. A con-
ventional pulp test shows that
the normal nerve supply is
reaching the newcomers.
Although tooth transplants
between different individuals
ve been attempte for cen-
turies, this may be the first
the recipient's Jaw, or else suc-
cumbed to his natural defenses.
However, a number of trans-
plants from one part of the
mouth to another in a single pa-
tient have been successful
• • •
ANNOUNCING the results of
the successful transplants, Dr.
James R. Hayward, head of
dental oral surgery'at the Uni-
versity of Michigan Hospital .
pointed out: "The formation of
new dentin, seen on the X-rays,
indicates that dentin-secreting
cells in the lining of the pulp
chamber and root canal are
alive and thriving.
"Testa show that there has
been a migration of the nerve
supply into Bill's new teeth ****
that they respond just like the
molars nature gave him."
Further studies of tooth
transplant compatibility are be-
ing planned by the transplant
team at Michigan. Dr, Hayward
is convinced that if his oral
surgeons can determine why
the transplant worked for the
Batten family, then other trans-
successful one of any kind. In plants between different indi-
previous attempts the teeth viduals may be planned with
either refused to "take hold" In hopes for success.
100,000
more coum Nvi
400,000 Americans will de-
velopcancer in 1969.200,000
will be saved. 100,000 more
could be saved through
earlier cistection and better
treatment.
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MODERNIZING YOUR KITCHEN
OR BUILDING A NEW HOME?
CONSIDER THESE GE BUILT-IN APPLIANCES
A Double Oven that
Cleans Itself Electrically!
7
N
Model 11(29
Two hi( ovens,
eaCh with picture
window and each
self-cleaning •
Upper oven has
automatic rotis-
serie and electric
meat thermom-
eter • Automatic
oven timer and
minute timer •
Available in
White, Avocado.
liarvest or
Coppertone.
43500 (S•lf cl•awln• mod•la Si,, •rollabl•
An Undercounter Dishwasher
that Eliminates
Hand Rinsing and Scraping!
-
Model SD300
3 wash cycles . Deity Leads China-
Centel, Mese and Held • 3-level wash
action • Automatic Rinse agent injector
• Auttimatic detergent dispenser • Avail. S23995
obis in White_ Brushed Chrome. Copper-
tone, Avocado or Harvest
A Drop-In Range that Lets
You See What's Cooking!
1,111WILVIL
. sop
Complete cooking
center in one
compact unit.
Cooktop push.
buttons are
located in
matching hood
which comes in
vented or non-
vented styles •
Automatic oven
timer and minute
timer • Con-
venient appliance
outlet • Avail-
able in White,
Avocado. Harvest
or Coppertone
Model .)M79 $ n99
A FOOD WASTE
DISPOSER THAT IS
QUIET & DEPENDABLE!
Big 2-quart capacity • Batch .
fed • Safety twist top . .. twist
to Mart grinding, twist to stop
• Cossosion resistant . . vir-
tually all major metal parts
exposed to water are of stain-
less steel.
Model FA600 $ 6995
Your GE NE RAL ELECTRIC. Dealer
210 EAST
MAIN BILBREY'S
CAR & NOME SUP PLY
P HONE
753-5617
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inced that if his oral
• can determine why
ruiplant worked for the
Family. then other trans-
between different indi-
may be planned with
ir success
HEN
E?
LIANCES
nge that Lets
it's Cooking!
Complete cooking
center in one
compact unit.
Cooktop push
buttons are
located in
matching hood
which comes in
vented or non -
vented styles •
Automatic oven
timer and minute
timer • Con,
vented t appliance
outlet • Avail-
able in White,
Avocado, Harvest
or Coppertone.
912995 
'00D WASTE
OSER THAT IS
& DEPENDABLE!
irt capacity • Batch
ety twist top ... twist
rinding, twist to stop
on real-Stant , . vir-
major metal parts
o water are of stain.
600 $ 6995
I e r
•
I I
PHONE
'53-5617 I
4/Bi. 41•14 411111* 42M11
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Camping Can
Be Harmful
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK UPI. Literature
on summer camps is full of
superlatives. It talks about ad-
ventures in the great , healthfid
outdoors for the child, theoppor-
tueity to learn and compete in
sports from archery to swimm-
ing, the (miner in which a camp
develops responsibility, individ-
uality, indepeedeuce, skills and
physique.
But beneath all the glowing
adjectives, face these facts: A
camp , without careful screen-
ing from parents, could be a
summer booby trap for your chi-
ld.
So let the buyer beware is the
word from the nation's safety
experts, as the season begins
di either for day or resident camp
for six million children, or ohe
in seven of the six to 16-year-old
age group.
Thousands Injured
"There are no national figures
on how many campers and coun-
selors are Injured each year,
but the number would be in the
• thousands if all injuries were
eporteci," says "Family Sal
ety," a publication el Melia
• Safety Council. •
In its current issue, thepublic-
ation states that the American
Camping Association ACA, inter-
ested in camp safety certinaly,
has developed a set of specificat-
ions over the years that must be
met and adhered to by its 3,000
• members camps. But of the 10,-
000 to 11,000 youth camps in the
nation, fewer than one third are
accredited by ACA, which sends
out a pair of inspector -advisers
to each camp before giving an
okay.- - •
Further, says the publication
only 17 states ,require that a camp
operator be licensed, only 26
states have general regulatory
• Juidelines, only four states pre-
rrbc rio.4-eli-eisiehie roe tao-
unselors.
"What do you know about your
kid's camp?", asks the author,
Harris Edward Dark. Then he
gives some guidelines for select-
ing the summer home away from
tope. .
atiemie 'to Snore any
camp merely by its literature.
• Visit the site and .make up your
owe mind or rely on the rec
Emendation of someone in whom
you have implicit confidence.
This applies to day camps as
well as regular resident and sp-
ecialty camps.
Know Director's Age
Is the camp director at least
25 years old with camping train-
ing within the last three years
and at least 16 weeks of active
experience in administration or
supervision of an organized ca-
mp?
The site, the facilities and
equipment all should be checked.
Find for instance, whether the
waterfront area shelving is safe,
adequately roped and tree from4 ri ocherous cus i ents and wider-
water heralds. or, are all sleep-
ing accommodations either at the
ground level or alternatively,
are fire escapes and protective
devices provided. on all other
floors?
If the camp is a resident one,
is there a doctor or registered
nurse in residence at all times?
Or on call, if it is a day camp?
Are all staff members drilled on
standard protedures in event of
health emergencies? Is there so-
meone over 21 who holds a curr-
ent American Red Cross water
safety instructor's certificate?
The parents also should check
a ramp's sanitation and trans-
portation facilitiet.
And if a parent gets evasive
answers, says the publication, It
may be "a sign that all is not
high caliber."
Famous Shovel
era )(elk Pli• If re-
tailers had a hall of fame, the
most important exhibit might
well be a 410-year-old shovel.
That shovel, the first ite
ever sold in a F. V. W'oolworth
variety *hire, started the founder
on a revolutionary approach to
retailing that was to result in
Iiiiipty's chain . of 3,381 stores
in the I !qfted States and abroad.
The figr sale was made in11179. in Lancaster, Pa., when
$ corponv s 'price ceiling on
silos els and all other rnerchan.
.1i,e was 5 cents.
4
Catholics act., in t 4.irr about
,.tie-third of \orth's Ireland's
I says the
\rational I irograph -
S BAG
1.11..
(Without ( oupcin i3:) WITH THIS COUPON
good t htouith SATURDAY. APRIL 12
HIGHER DEBT
WASHINGTON UPI - The nat-
tal debt limit is $12 Minorlier Way becauSe of a stroke
of the pen in President Nixon's
hands. Nixon Monday signed the
measure into law saying it was
needed so the government can pay
Its bills on time while waiting
for tax reveilue alig_Ptllet eovel-
nmen not colleeeflie nevi ceil-
ing is $377 billion. -
. - -
Of all predators, only the
great horned owl frequently
pre.).-+ oil skunkt,
•
TIPLES-ww-11*-11/11,11,AT, 
INDIAN syuDY
WASHINGT7ON OP! - See. Ed-
WArd.14. Kennedy, D.Mus., 824
his Indian educetna **commie..
ee began a 3,000 billeted finding
trip through Alaska today to stet,/
renditions among impoverished
Indians, Eskissoi end Aleuts. The
group will visit Ude:Wage, Bet-
hel, *me, Ifeblebee, Point Bar-
row, Fort Time, Fairbanks and
numerous remote villages.
- - -
The rugged Sandltill, rover
ihout 29 per cent of Neltrithka.m
land area.
BANK JOINS
WASHINGTON UPI - The Fed-
eral Reserve Bank of Boston has
joined the other 11 main banks
of the Federal Reserve System
In raising its discount rate from
Viz per cent to 6 per cent. The
'INURE:DAY — APRIL 10, 1111
disc-cunt rate is the rate the Fed-
eral Reserve charges member
banks for tones. The action was
part of the government's drive
against inflation.
lawn grasses cover about 14
million acres in the I nited
States.
Women of the Old West
mixed dandelion pollen with
butter to make it yellow.
* * •
Coyotes seldom go hungry
because they will eat camon
as well as fresh-killed meat
•
PRICES EFFECTIVE
THRU EAT. APRIL 12
U.S.D.A INSPECTED
FRESH
FRYERS
WHOLE -
LB.
CUT UP OP SPLIT /
B • "
GOLDEN DELICIOUS
Bananas L.
4 fdl 4%. .
*Polio 
  20212 13Ad
WHITEOR PINK FLORIDA
• Grapefruit  4 8 
Crest
44 off TOOTMPAS I E
3% Oz. 49c
_ Tube
Scope
MOUTHWASH
"-Oz. $ 1 29Dot I
Lilt
HOME PERMANENT
Only $129
6/49
p.
8t OFF
t`
GLEEM
TOOTHPASTE
"Super-Right"
PORK LOIN ROAST
7-Rib End
LB.
Loin End 
Fresh I 8 e
Bucket-o-Chicken Lb390
By 1 t
Brounsthweiger L.390
Small
"All Meat"
Bologna By the Piece
First ( ut
Pork Chops 
Rib Steak 
Cap'n John Breaded
Fish Sticks
Whole
SHOP `•
The store that
59C- cares about you!,• Prices Good Thru Sat. April 12 .
Lb 590 <
Lb.55C
$109
Lb.
 3 
$ 1 0 0
10-0z. Pkgs. 1
Pork Loin  Or Rib Half
2  89,
TUBES
Head & Shoulders
SHAMPOO
6 Os. Bit. S 0a. Jar
4.3 Os- - $1111-
Tube
Hillsien Magic
HAIR SPRAN
17.3 Os. $ 1 39
Can
Uq aid Prell
WITH E'REE MUG
Secret
DEODORAN I -
1.5 Oa. Roll on
4-0z. spray 790
3 Oz. Stkk
SAVE 21t
CHAMPION
Lb. 650
Green
Cabbage
425 HA D
 SAVE'
.ssoigirda nom cciteleoe4
Robin Hood. Flourwm
car.rom
obi
I
4.
All•VIPP11101
only at kiP lot.d_ _Stores__ _
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER BAG PURCHASEOeetesimeie"
20
a-
-
1..t. • .
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PERSONAL SLZE_.
ivory Soap
Bars 32c
Ivory Soap
Medium Laj-te
4 ears 2Bars
47t 39( 
Camay Soap
BATH SIZE
2 Bars 33t
Safeguard'
REGULAR SIZE SOAP
Bars 33c
Zest Soap
REGULAR SIZE ,
33cBars
L
Lava Soap -
RF.Glit AR WI
2 Bars 29
Spic 81 Span
CLEANER
ti 33
Mr., (lean
LIQUID CLEANER
IS-Oz. Bottle 42C,
Biscuits
GOLDEN RISE
—40r. cans 89c
SW"
3 FOR
SLICED INTO
Ct;OPS
LB.
'SUPER RIGHT'
1 / 4
PORK LOIN
61151
235 SIZE
Lemons Doz./18 
Tomatoes. toes
FRE SH
Asparagus
JANE PARKER
PEACH
OR PINEAPPLE PIE
ONLY
 9c EACH
119
SAVE 10c
KLEENEX
JUMBO
TOWELS
$100
  lb. 39c
Sliced Pineapple
SAVE 17t
SUMMER ISLE
4 20-0z, 990,
Cans
Simonize
FLOOR WAX
27 Oz. 990
Can
Armour
TREET
30 Off
12 On. can 5,
A90
Potted Meat
8 C3 a0nzs. 890
BONUS PAK
Nescafe
INSTANT COFFEE
1201.
JAR
$138
SAVE .37t
soon COUPON
If
PIUSSURY
Batter Cal(' Mixes
110.0Z)
BOXES 9
WITH THIS COUPON
(Without Coupon $1.26)
°epos Expires Sat. April 12
— Good Only At —Alio food Stores
LIMIT ONE COUp-iN PER 3 BOXES PURCHASED -
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. de •
TO FOR IA LATTA'S
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Authorized Sales and Sell/ice
We Service All Makes Of Office Machines.
SHOP WITH
CONFIDENCE
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• mi
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SERVICE
* PAPER OF ALL TYPES _* COLORED 
MIMEOGRAPH 'PAM* BONDS. ON/ON SK/N* LEGAL PAM 
MINIATURE PAPS* DRAWING SUPPLIES* TRIANGLES - FRENCH CURVES* PROTRACTORS - DRAWING PENCILS
* HOLDERS AND LEADS - SCALES* SPEEDBALL PENS & INK* T-SQUARES - 
COMPASSES* FILE 
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alex.90,711twAs
?Rot FAV
WIR00911JWE
BEAUTIFUL HOME on wooded
lot on Johnson Blvd. Three-
bedrooms, barge living room
with fireplace, kitchen and den
combination, utility room, 1 t,a
baths, patio and double car-
port. Po/newton with deed, only
$16,000.00.
REAL MITATO FOR SALO
IsnAND NEW-17sis three-bed-
room brick is a honey. It's car-
peted throughout, has built-in
range, central hest and air,
den, large utility, carport, two
baths mid is sharp in every way.
Buy today and you can choose
the carpet.
THIS PRETTY home on Sha Wa giNGswooD__Thia beauteWCircie has 3 bedrooms, walk-in tui three_hedroom house me anclosets, built-ins, central air and aucioaed double garage, extraismishoard beat, garage and on hire. hum!), room, patio, twoMom. lot. A real good buy at 17011-4, 
utility,
 built in range.$32,000.00.
DRIVE OUT to Canterbury 
diahwasbecentrai hear, andamdiapoinlair It hasb i
Relates and Mire a look at this reedy tor oiseepancy.fine home. Three bedrooms, Titi.L.EvELL_This large tri.leeellarge living room, 
cantrillheat is located only Eve minutesand Mr, 2 *a, dotiIe garage, hem downtown. It has city wa-
shome- 
Is a large wall planned ter, air condiUoning, electric
heat three bedrooms, living
IN MEADOW GREEN Acres room garage, den with fire-
jug one mile south on 121 we place. utility loom, two baths
have two 3-bedroom, brick ye- and in extra large lot. Also
wen. Paved streets and drive- all the floors we carpeted andways, city water. Both priced the drapes are included.
right. ANOTHER NEW ONE-OnlyWE WOULD like to show you $20,500. will buy this bread
this big new house on Doran new house. It has central heatRoad. Has 5 bedrooms, built- and air, carpeting, two baths,
ins, all carpet, big fireplace in utility room, three bedrooms,
Oden. entrance hall, open stair- living room, carport, and a largeway, 2 baths, double garage. corner lot.
You couldnit replace this house ONLY $15,750-will buy thisfor the price. I three bedroom bouae located di-THREE-BEDROOM frame osil rectly across from en element-cornea- of 14th and Poplar. Just ary ichool. It has a large den
redecorated and new ready to with fireplace, living room, kit-sell. Fine location and priced then with built-in appeance/4
at only $12,000.00 carpeting and an extra large lot.NICE 3-BEDROOM brick in
Robertson School district, 'ear-
apeted, $15,000.00.
'REAL GOOD nearly new
2-bedromn brick, newly carpet-
ed. City School District. 613.-
00040.
REAL GOOD 3-bedroom
ceepeted, Ps baths
carport, nice let. City school
district.
TWENTY-ACRE FARM, good
frame house, tobacco barn, crib
t• ool shed. $11,000.00.
• GOOD SIX-ROOM frame house
on 2 acres near Murray, bath,
electric heat, $8.250.00.
ONE OF THE most beautiful
farm homes in this county. You
have to see this Place to be.
hove how well kept it really is.
Has lovely three-indium house,
Large living room with fire-
place, den, 2 baths. All out-
buildings Just like new. 52 acres
Illof well fenced and all sown
down. Roberts list that property andAT 1503 STORY Ave., we would'guarantee you the highest polelike you to see this fine new sible return. Call 753-1651 forhome. Three bedrooms, kit- all your reel estate needs.chen-den combination, 1% baths, A-11-CIota of storage room, carpet. On
fine lot in good neighborhood.
Priced at only $26,000.00.
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer
in Cirearema. This house is well
*kept and really pretty. Has 1%
baths, large lot. A very fine
place at $19.000.00
40 ACRE FARM, good fence,
pretty good modern house, barn
and outbuildings, real good
land. Just 3 miles from Murray
on Pottertcrwn Road. Priced
right.
JUST PAST Doran Road on Wis-
e/ell Road is this 3 bedroom,
Akitchen_ and. den combination,
WI% baths carpet, central heat
and air. Price, $19,250.
IN BAGWELL MANOR, this 3-
bedroom brick, central heat and
air, carpet, built-ins. Just one
year old. A bye!), home inside
and out, just $19,500.00.
NICE 4-BEDROOM . frame on
South 15th Street. Large kitch-
en and dining area, large liv-
ing room, carpet downstairs.
Onus house is priced to 'sell,
just $12,500.00.
WE HAVE some fine eonuner-
cial property, building lots,
Lake lots and cottages Call us
for details on-thew.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs, come by or call GUY
SPANN. REAL ESTATE AG-
ENCY at 518 West Main. Na
tional Hotel Building. Business
shone 753-7724. Home Phone:
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
Baker. 753-2409; Onyx Ray,
753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109
H-A-12-C
It's a steal so see it today.
ONLY $6,500 will get you a
good eomfortable house to live
in. It is on an acre lot and has
city water and is only a stones
throw from the highway. There
is three bedrooms, living mom
bath plus kitchen. It's real-
ly worth the money.
76 ACRES of land for only
$8,000. It's on a math highway
and has a long frontage. It
loolui rough from the road but
there is some good multure land
off the road. Only 12 miles
from Murray and two from the
lake.
IF YOU'RE thinking of building
see ROBERTS REALTY for that
citoic.e lot: We have them from
$1,503 up, in town and out of
town. We have several nice ones
for split levels at this time. Be-
fore you buy or build me Hoyt
or Ray at Roberts Realty. If
you're thinking of selling let
WA/STUD TO RIMIT
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
tmfurniabmi house out of city
limits on paved road. Must have
running water and bath. Rest
reasonable Phone 753-1916 be-
fore 5:00 p. m and aak for
Mary. l'ENC
* Your Guide to 111
GOOD EATING
CATFISH BUFFET
- at -
THE HOLIDAY INN
Every Friday Night
5-10 p.m.
Catfish
aushPuPPies
French Fried Potatoes
Cole Slaw
All You Can Esti
ONLY . .
$1.50
A Delight In Every Intel
FOR SALO
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper.
Very good condition, new motor
and reconditioned trannaission,
wringer front end, hinters bar
lusts. Call 753-6
5:00 p. m. TFNC at Diuguids. A-15-C
ZOO 199 after tenant. Contact Ed Frank Kilt
FOR RENT
TOOL RENTALS: Mowers, VS
tor tillers, skill saws, senders,
drills, floor buffers, auto buf-
fers, paint sprayers. Rent by
hour or by day. Call Bilbrey'S
753-5617. TIC
HOUSE TRAILER on private
lot, on Sycamore Street Phone
753-5332. TIC
FARM HOME for rent, five
nines from town on route 5,
one-eighth mile off paved road.
Two bedrooms, running water
and bath. Garage and other out-
buildings, including a large gar-
den site. Rent reasonable, re-
tired couple preferred. Call
Mrs. D. IL Bailey at 753-2719.
A4-P
NEWLY DECORATED 5-room
unfurnished house. Electric
beat, garden space. Available
now. Phone 753-3001 or 474-
2260 or see at 503 North 6th
Street. A-10-C
NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad-
es. Coulter blades and plow
points. Get our price before you
buy. Vinson Tractor Company,
7534892.
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and
Red Worms. Be mum and try
these Grey Nightcrawiers! For
this vicinity the Glrey Night
crawlers are very new. They are
resistant to heat and to cold.
For your bait needs, Call 753-
M50, or see Lee Smith on the
New Concord Highway. Watch
for the signs. TFNC
TREAT RUGS right, they'll be
a delight if cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Big K.
THREE-BEDROOM brick house
full Mr conditioning, all else
hie, large living-dining row
aoenbination. large kitchen anf
I
storage area, carport on 
ICilarge lot. Near Robertson
; 847' or 7534973 nights. A-10(
, School. By owner Call 753-11M
CUE ACRE LOT with two-bed
room frame; living room, kitch-
en, bath utility, electric heat,
(V. carport, 4-inch plastic well.
ihone 382-5772.
Reece Easely, on Highway 97.
A-10-P
LARGE WOODED LOT, 230'
450', 4% miles from city limits
on Hazel Highway. Phone 753-
A-15-C3896.
6-ROOM FRAME HOUSL. New-
ly decorated inside and out
Can be seen at 506 Pine St.,'or
call 753-3072 A-12-C
•
MURRAY MOBILE
HOMES
I. Now Open
From
.8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and has a
FULL SERVICE
DEPARTMENT
Call Us For:
ALL YOUR MOBILE
HOME NEEDS
• Roof Repair
• Blocking
• Leveling
NO JOB TOO LARGE
OR TOO SMALL
Hwy. 641 Smith
753-3448
ths
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
ANN HERBERT FRANCHISE
You could own an Ann
Herbert Shop An outstand-
ing location will soon be
available in Murray.- Average
a 9% net profit on high trot-
ume ladies apparel. Our
stores averaged $600.000.00
in 1968. No experience nec-
essary.
Ann Herbert
Provides site selection,
lease negotiation, store de-
sign, nationally advertised
brands, proven sales .promo-
tions, training for all per-
sonnel, advertising, conim
uous counseling. Cash in-
vestment is $15,000.00-$20,-
000.00, secured by fixtures
and inventory For details
write:
Ann Herbert Company
2116 Plantsid• Drive
Jeffersontown, Ky. 40291
USED STOVE and refrigerator.
Good condition. Phone 753-7722.
A-10-C
DIAMONDS are a girl's best
friend-until she finds Blue
Lustre for cleaning carpets.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto Store. A-12-C
CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner
you ever used, so easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Big K. A-12-C
PEANUT MACHINES, doing
good business. Double your
money on peanuts, $600.00.
Phone 753-5877 after 5:00 p.
A-10-C
TWO GOOD used GE automat-
ic washers. Two good used pow-
er mowers. One 21-inch console
B & W GE TV. All good, pric-
ed to sell. Ailbrey's Car & Rime,
210 Main. A-10-C
NORGE Refrigerator, tUrquoixe
8 h. p. garden tractor with 42-
inch mower. Three years old.
Phone 753-6847. A-10-P
YEAR OLD Portable Dishwash-
ers at drastically reduced prices
Dick & Dunn, 118 South 12th
Street. A-10-C
NEW ELECTRIC Guitar and am-
plifier. Phone 492-8506. A-10-C
REGISTERED Pekingese pup-
pies. Ten weeks old and have
had their shots. One male and
one fenSale. They are ideal pets
and are nearly house broken.
Call 753-5583 after 5:00 o'clock.
A-15-C
OFFICE SPACE available, Na
tional liotel. 500 sq. feet, air-
conditioned. Arranged to suit
NEW QUAD-PLEX apartment.
Two bedrooms, ceramic tile
bath, air conditioning, stove
and drapes. Phone 753-7457.
A-15-C
FOUREEDROOM brick home at
1000 Sharp Street. Key at Yi
No. 10th 9t. To rent contact
Bob Gam, 1816 S. W. 10th St.,
Ft, Lauderdale, Fla. Phone 524-
5341. TEC
WALLS LOOK A SIGHT? We
have the best selection of pan-
cling in town. Prices to suit
your budget. Ken-Ten Building
Supply, 207 Maple, 753-8583.
A-11-C
YES, WE HAVE them. Warm
weather is coming-you need
these seat cushions made of
cool, comfortable, fatigue-reduc-
ing foam rubber. Secretarial
and Executive chair sizes, $5.95
and $6.95. Ledger and Times Of-
fice Supply Store. A-15-NC
CHOKE DINETTE set with six
chairs. Excellent rendition. Call
492-8793. A-11-C
1966 KGB, British racing green.
Wire wheels. Local owner
Priced to sell. Phone 753-7575
or 753-8751. : A-11-C
1958 CUB FARMALL tractor,
disc, plow, cultivator, mower
and hiller'. Good condition.
Phone 759-1778. A-12-C
TWO FULL DRESS Harley Dav-
idson motorcycles. One 1983
model, one 1956 model. Phone
492-8722 or 492-8648. A-12-C
1953 FLAT HEAD Furd truck
motor Good condition, 5201)0.
Call 436-2458 or 753-8414.
A-12-C
FOR RENT OR LEASE
FOR RENT OR LEASE: 1500
square foot Commercial Build-
ing, at 401 No. 4th St., Phon
753-3018. A-15-C
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
1985 CHEVROLET Impala con-
vertible. Real nice car. Phone
753-5020. A-12-C
WANTED TO BUY
NOTICE
EDON'S FISH & Trutt Mast-
let. Highway 94, 3 MUSS wed of
Eggners Ferry Midge. Fresh
Exotueley Lake catfish every
day. Vine rips tomatoes, field
grown, 15e lb. by the Digest
Standard gas 29 9/10 per. gal.
Wholesale and Retail. Open T
  days a we. April-IBC
CONTACT Kent Wright at 9113
Poplar for your income taa
weds. Call 7534251 for appoint
meet. A-l&C
WANTED: Straw 111 large or
small amounts. Phone 489-3801
or 489-2341. A-12-C
WANTED: Great
now or in the
Phone 753-8219.
Dane
near
puppy 1,1.YND A POCOCK Chaney has
future. Joined the capable staff of oper-
A4.2.c tom at The Hairdresser Beauty
Salon, 302 South 6th Street.
She invites all her friends to
call for an appointment at 753-
35.13. A-11-C
FIRST ANNUAL 1
INTO
SALE-A-BRATION
NOW '1‘
BONANZA
BILE/tom&
S.
12th
At
Chest---
nu t
STANDING AT STUD: Regist-
ered thoroughbred, race win-
ner, with outstanding confor-
mation and breeding. Fee MOO
to registered thoroughbred
mares. All others, $50. For Sale:
4 registered thoroughbred
mares bred to above stud, at
low, low prices. Also ope like-
DOW combination 1988 Irwin
Stock and Horse Trailer, 16 x
6 inside, cost $1900.00, sell at
$1300.00. Phone 474-2297.
A-15-
NOTICE
DOLL HOSPITAL. Also floe
chine repairs and an doll
restorations. Edith Heise's Doll
Creations, 753-6064. A-12-NC
 1 1111LP WANTED
WANTED: ilhertardas night
Gook and dim inklirnm Mgtr
is person. Trenb3insn Entvalik
Iiih & (nut. ITC
SIRVICU OPIIIIIII
FOR GOOD and quick TV and
radio service, call Bilbrey's 711-
5617. TIPC
CONCRETE WALKS, driveways
and patios. Let me figure with
MU 00 your concrete work. Free
estimates. No obligation. Call
Gerald Carter, 7534260. A-10-C. _ 
HAVE YOU TRIED it? Your
friends have. Paneling and cab-
inets to match, at prices you
will like. Ken-Ten Building &m-
y. 207 Maple, 7634552. A-11-C-
WANTED, waitron lad took.
Mae * Ann's 'Truck Stop Cele.
Phone 753-8540. A-/S-C
WANTED. Experienced paha-
era. Steady work and good pay. I
Paid vocations, work/nem ewe
pensation and unemployment in-
surance furnished. For inter-
view, call 753-3287. A-l&C
WANTED: Car hostess, K-N
Rootbeer Drive-in, Sycamore
and 4th Street. Apply in person.
A-11-P
ELECTROLUX SALES &
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ey, C.
K. &waders. Phone 392.11711,
Lynnville, Ky. A-23-C
Iwo
SALESMAN
WANTED
Must be 21 and a native of
Calloway County. Prefer man
with some saies experience.
5% day work week. Paid va-
cations, insurance, good
working ooniditions. Perman-
ent job with future for the
right man. Answer giving full
particulars with references
and wages expected to:
P. 0, Box 32-A
c/o Lodger and Times
A-12-C
1-Knock
4-Maiority
8-Stir up
12-11s Ct
13-One opposed
14-Ireland
15-Cyprinoid fish
16-Small pieces
la-Europeans
20-Century plant
21-Symbol for
tantalum
22-Signion
23-klantal image
27-for what reason
29-Pronoun
30-Declares
31-Maiden loved
by Zeus
32-Vessel
33-Flunal• sheep
34-A state (abbr.)
35-Extra
37-female ruff
38.Man's norm
39-Sfave .
40-A state (abbr.)
41-Printer's
measure
42-Cur bearing
mammal
44-More exact
47-Peirca
51-Music: as en itten
52-Verve
53-Short locket
54-Abstract being
55-Need
56-Depression
5TWeaken
DOWN
1-Foray
2-Opera by Verdi
3-5,11icient
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Ans-Y-rdeY''Puzzi•
ACROSS 4-Chats
5-Tierra dig
Fuego' Indian
6-Strips of leather
7-Name
8-Acquire
9-Lubricata
10-Anger
11-French plural
article
17-Maiden loved
by Zeus
19-Babylonian
deity
22 River island
24-Prefix: down
25-Is mistaken
26-A continent
27-Sagacious
2111-Jumps
29-Garden tool
30-Reverence
32-Gift
33-Lamprey
36-Indefinite article
am mo mmssa
MPEIMOCI HNUNPN
OM 00001200 TO
OU &IMMO EIVOP
MOW 0002 0190
MUM= 1MOV ON
moon damn
m moon MONO
OUR MROM (5IMMq
000W mud (20
00 00M0001
unman ION3MCKI
MEIMMD 7113 OUR
37-Ter
38-Entertains
40-Challenged
41-Teutonic deity
43-Latin
conjunction
44-Temporary
shelter
ro
voicarm
46-Grate
47-Church bench
48-Guido's high
note
49-Girl's nickname
50-Measure of
weight
a
12
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Distr. by thittad Peeture Syndicate. Inc- 10
Peanuts.
In- JUST KILLS
ME WHEN SNOOPY
60E5 OFF ON
THESE TRIPS.,
Nancy
FROM
AUNT
FRITZ!
CHURCH
SOCIAL
TONIGHT
by Charles M. Schulz
by Ernie Busluniller
I4E HAS NO RIGHT TO WORRY
(my LIKE 13415, CHARuE BROWN!
RE'S gOoR DOG, AMP HE SHOULD
51A1?340ME WHERE HE BELONGS!
I MUST PHONE
AND THANK
HER FOR
THE PIE
BUT 14E TMT STUPID BEAGLE
WANTS TO 51400LSN'T BE OUT
FIND HIS ALONE!Hal BVMP INTO
mOTHER.. A TREE OR SOMETHING_
DO YOU
MIND
THANKING-
HER FOR
TWO
PIES?
Abbie 'N Slats
POOR ROLLO WAS SO UPSET
AFTER THOSE PROFESSORS
TOSSED HW OFF THE CAMPUS,
I THOUGHT WE'D DROP BY
AND CHEER HIM UP
WHAT WAS
TH AT
by R. Van Buren
I (508) TRIED TO eND -i-----
rTALL-Bl,JT I EVEN MESSED
THAT UP!! I (CHoKE)
MISSED.''
Lil' Abner
%:204EICS/DE;LVfilisC 
ARE 'IOU SURE IT WAS ANT-17
I ACCIDENT pi / 1  ®
cHucKLET- wt-isi,
-I DIDN'T
EVEN
-KNOW
THE GUN
WAS
LO4DED!T
SPUMONI/ft-
THEN THE
$100.000
REWARD
WILL. GO TO--
-THE POLICE CHIEFS'
ANNUAL FLORIDA
VACATION FUN1D -
INSTEAD OF TO
YOU!!
,1 19
by Al Capp
THIS -GULF.'.'-
WON' BE A
• LAUGH I NG
MATTER TO 'THE
BROTHERHOOD" 1.
a
PAGE TWELVE
Dr. Stewart Will Lead
A Branch Of KEA,
Dr. Chad Stewart of Murray.
president of the Kentucky Asso-
ciation of Health. Physical Ed-
ucation and ft will he
leading that of the Ken-
tucky Education Association
during annual meetings in Louis-
ville this week_
Dr. Stewart — head of the
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletics at Mur-
ray State University — has'en-
couraged each member of the
Association to recruit at least
one new member so that more
members of the profession might
benefit from the in-service train-
ing programs.
Le Roy Walker, from the fac-
ulty of North Carolina College,
who recently returned from his
work as a United States repre-sentativeat the men's athletic sectionalto aid newly emerg-
ing nations in the fields of ath-Imeeting, scheduled at 9:45 cm.
letics and physical education, in the Kentucky Hotel Thursday.
will appear on the program. Joyce Seymour will preside over
Walker will "Tell It Like It a meeting of the division of girls'
Is" to the association's general and women's sports at the same
meeting session at 11.30 a m 
, 
hour in the Seelbach Hotel.
Thursday. This year's spring program
The University of Louisville's promises to be unusually attrac-
new head football coach, Lee live to those interested in these
Corso, will be featured speaker fields.
DR. CHAD STEWART
Man Believed
To Be Posing
As SS Doctor
A man is believed to be posing
as a Social Security doctor in
this area and selling medicines
door to door, according to
Charles M. Whitaker, manager
ite-die—Padocab -Social Security
office. - -
Social Security representatives
occasionally do visit residsts of
dde eiete, bet always carry Mew
diadem cads with thole *-
tares sh1.1041.010_ OBI Wm"
Aries el at Depedialet of
ileolik—Rdlialla__Mel Ulm
and perm Auld ghee,' ask
to see this card, Whitaker said.
The unpessemilles of govern-
1neet =Ogee Is a federal of-
fense, ad planes Ile Ilk area
are asked le all IBM and
Mort loW1410 . cease to
their reside'''. Rat does not
have the proper Mortification, he
added.
IP
•
• • •
. •.
-0*
TIIR LEDGER I TIME tt multRAT. lLiNTUCKY 
1SEEN & HEARD . .appeared that she said "beauti-fCesstioused Proms Pees One)
ful beyond imagination" that
she saw Christ and the Cross
and so may beautiful thins".
Mrs. Booker, 84,
Dies; Rites Set
BENTON, Ky., April 9—Mrs
Clyde Booker, 84, a former resi-
dent of Hardin and Kevil. died
Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. in Norton
Meiterial Hospital in Louisville
where she was making her
home.
She was the widow of the late
David Booker who was associat-
ed with banks in both Keen and
Hardin. She was a member of
the Fourth Avenue United Meth-
odist Chum% in Louisville.
She is sorting* issoftsb--
ters, Mrs. Rea Deemed el Dew
ton. and Miss Blanche Bader*
Louisville; one son, Dr. Devil
E. Booker of Springfield, M.;
at: grandchildren and four great-
grandchikken.
Fizit-al services will be held
Friday at 3 p.m. at Linn Fu-
neral Home in Benton with bu-
rial in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the fu-
neral home beginning at 9 a.m.
Friday.
A
••••••
• RED WATCHES REDS --- A. Soviet border guard. Pvt. Yuri Vah-
rushev uses a binocular periscope to monitor Chinese troop
movements across the frozen Ussuri River left background i
in this Soviet photo. The snowbound Russian village of
Islishne-Mikhailovka is beyond. Reports indicate that shoot-
ing is still taking place on the disputed border. (Cobb-phot..,
Her emit grandmother Mrs. S.
S. James was pktured in one
clipping. The picture and a let.
ter was sent in by Mrs. Jame'
daughter Mrs. W. C. Phillips,
a sister of Mrs. Amy James
Brown who DOW lives on Rosati
Four.
Still another clipping concern.
ed A. D. Jackson, Mrs. Amp
James Brown's great grandfalb
Cr. We don't know how old this
clipping is. Part of the clipping
said "Mr. Jackson is one of the
few men in this county who
served in the war of 1112. Al-
though he is quite descripit, his
health is very good for one of
his age and be has a showing
to live several years longer".
Inclessied among the clippings
was a post card announcing the
stockholder's meeting of the
Grange Warehouse Associatioo
on Thursday, September 1,
111111 at Clarksville, Tennessee
The card was addressed to Mr.
W. A. Jackson, Locust Grove,
Calloway County, Kentucky.
Semis folks do not care for old
clippings such as these, but to
the family they are priceless
since they contain part of the
heritage of the family. How
many people even have a pic-
ture of their great grandmother
or a clipping of their great
grandfather's death. Mrs. Hill
has this clipping concerning
her great great great grand-
father!
We wish that TV commercials
were a little more delicate
And, if they don't want to be
delicate, they at least could
show the indelicate ones at
some other time than when we
sit down to supper.
As we chomp away these two
)Td ladies are discussing a lax-
ative, going into all the gory
details. Then there's this other
one of the two women with bad
colds sniffing into a glass thing
as they squirt nose drops into
the bottom of the contraption.
One of them mournfully says
she can't smell a thing while
the other gets all loosened with
all the appropriate sound ef-
fects.
This has an adverse effect on
.ur appetite.
We would much rather see
some beautiful meadow with the
girl running across it and the
, closer she comes the better she
looks Instead we see this fel-,
• low with acid stomach with a
painful expression on his face
until he takes a pill.
144sweeer we must say, the fin.
eat thing that has happened to
television lately is the cancell-
ing of the contract of the Smo-
thers Brothers. These two, we
Just can not tolerate. We take
some programs with a grain of
salt, but these two unhappy
Americans, we had to turn off.
We still think the slogan,
"America - Love it or Leave it"
is a good one
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
WINSLOW , Ariz. UPI - The
Santa Fe Railway's "Safety Man
of the Month" Is named Henry
Calamity.
pliTI ENtg BAKERY
jgs Open 1711 p.a.
751-11434
WEEKEND FEATURES
*FRESH APPLE CAKES
/A FRESH COCONUT CAKES
*BUTTERNUT CAKES
*SOUR CREAM POUND CAKE
• HANANA NUT BREAD
• JUMBO DONUTS
PASTRY PUFFS filled F
Large &rePnecthitepa, -sTtyr.yesthis delicious addition of fruit
REMEMBER: We II those Special Orders
That area must for Luncheons, Buffets, and Porties:
-Cocktail Buns -Individual Cream & Fruit Filled Pies -Petite Fors-French Pastries -Fruit F tiled Shortcakes, Whipped Cream Topping.
njoy Coffee, Desert or Sandwiches in our Coffee Shoi.
v
CHEROKEE UPRISING A boatload of workers is on the way through the streets of Chero-
kee Iowa. to pile up more sandbag, to hold back surging floodwaters of the Little skit'.
Wash-Dance
Emporium
All The Rage
By DICK WEST
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
latest cultural outbreak in this
country is the combination
laundromat and discotheque.
Plans are afoot to open such
places in New York and Chica-
go soon. According to the pro-
moters, as many as 50 may be
in operation on a franchise bas-
is within the next 12 months.
Each will have a deice floor
overlooking a battery of wash- 
College Court, Murray.
Dismissalsins machines. A music box will Master Steve McReynolds,
provide aPP"'Pria4 tunes. such 905 Meadow Lane, Murray; Mraas "The Washday Blues." Nor-ma Darnell, Route 1, Almo;If they so choose, patrons can Master Donald Troy Lee, Routeperform the hornpipe, cakewalk
and other terpischorean man • 
1 
' 
, Benton; Jack Dunigan, Route
1 Benton; James Martin, 907euvers while their dirty linen
'is sloshing in the suds.
Sit Out Rinse Cycle
Or, if they aren't in a danc-
ing mood, they can sit out the
rinse cycle at the bar.
Or, if romance overtakes
them while the spin drier is
still running, they can hold
hands at intimate tables in the
rear.
This, as you can see, will be
a big improvement over ordin-
ary laundromats, where there
' isn't much to do except stare
through the glass portholes in
the washer doora.
That really isn't verb'enter-
taining. unless your idea of fun
is watching an agitator pulsate.
Certain problems are bound
to arise, however, once t h e
laundromat-discotheques start
functioning Let's say, for ex-
ample, that a boy makes
date with a girl.
Laundry Date
"We'll have canner, see a
show and then do our laundry,"
he said
This poses a moral question:
Should a boy and girl wash
their clothing together in the
same machine before they are
married'
Maybe I'm unduly prudish, or
old-fashioned. But premarital
comingling of soiled linen, do-
esn't sound like something a
"nice" iirl should do.
Married couples will have
'their problems, too, as we shall
see in the following scene:
He is reading the paper. She
is filing a fingernail and softly
crying.
I "Is something the matter,
sweetheart" 
just 
t'r:r
that you never take
me out to do the laundry any
More. Before we were married
we used to have laundry dates
four or five nights a week."
"But, honey, you know how
em.eh I enjoy home laundry."
"That's only an excuse. The
truth is, you don't love me any
more."
Hatt And
itawitinwed From Pees 1)
tiers of tne Foggy mountain
Boys have appeared with Flatt
on the television shows and in
personal appearances.
The pair provided background
music for the movie "Bonnie
and Clyde" with their hit "Fog-
gy Mountain Breakdown" and
also gained fame with "Ballad
of Jed Clampett" which was
used in the popular Beverly
Hillbillies television show.
Pogue Ave., Murray; Mrs. Jo
Ann McLeod, Route 2, Murray; 30 more.
On approaches to the cityMrs Lot Suiter, III South 12th
Street, Murray.
Convalescent Division: Noel
Fairris, Route 1, Murray.
Cong Attack
(Coatintted Preen Page Om)
The four crewmen escaped in-
jury but the exploding shells
hurt 15 GIs.
Share Stamm
One of the sharpest flareups
Wednesday came in that are.,
about five miles south of the
DMZ. There, U. S. spokesmen
said, marines on a reconnais-
ance patrol killed 19 North
Vietnamese troops without a
loss of their own.
Hospital Report
Admissions, April S. 1969
Mrs Hilda Penrose, Route 2,
Ofallon, Missouri; Miss Mildred
Ann Woods, Route 5, Murray;
Miss Angela Kay Wild, Route
1, Symsonia; Miss Deanna Coop-
er, Route 1, Lynn Grove; Sei-
burn White, 510 North 5th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Opal Collie. Route
1, Alma; Master David P. Cunn-
ingham, Route 4, Murray; Mrs.
Connie Adams, 423 South 10th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Sandy Out-
land, Route I, Benton; Buford
Brown, Box 491, Murray; WI!- Pour of the clashes raged on
liam C. Caldwell, Route 1, Lynn- aPPreachen toward Saigon bean
vine; Mrs. Bessie Tucker, ln.09 Cambodia. U. S. 352 bombersar:ben
Mrs. South 9th Street, Murray; Swept over 
the 
battlefields
Dessie Shekell, 2,0)y anu li 7 Poplar, 7St 411'1 tndsandy,45hitrntiinlet linoert nesteamandPa
Murray; Baby 
b
27 and 29 miles northeast of
the city.
Military spokesmen said tro-
opers of the 25th-Infantry
Division patrolling 30 miles
northwest of Saigon had killed
13 gzerrillas while artillery fire
from U. S. Army guns 45 miles
northwest of the city had killed
use 1. S. Military academy
was established Man.h 16, 1802.
from the southwest, South Viet-
namese infantrymen reported
17 Viet Cons dead in a clash
59 miles from Saigon. U. S.
Navy helicopter gunships kill-
ed another 10 Reds 45 miles
from the capital.
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FOR AIL YOUR GLASS MIDI
HOME OR BUSINESS. . . see
LASSITER I McKINNEY
GLASS COMPANY
Ile (ONASSIS co 1511411?
We Have A
COMPLETE LINE of
* Plate Glass Mirrors
* Window Glass
* Shower Doors and
Tub Enclosures
tr Beveled and
Framed Mirrors
DOTTIKON, Switzerland UPI.
Police said today the death toU
had reached 17 in an explosion
that wrecked an explosives fac-
tory Tuesday. A police explos-
ives expert said nearly five tons
Of TNT blew im, flattening
quarter - mile of an industrial
area and causing damage totaling
51.8 million.
WIGGINS FURNITURE
20% OFF-2 DAYS ONLY
Friday & Saturday April 11 & 12
Save $$$$ and Register for
$50 IN CASH
To Be Given To Some Lucky Person
SATURDAY AT 530 P.M.
Must Be Over 16 to Register
20% OFF FRIDAY & SATURDAYONLY!
On All —
LIVING ROOM - BEDROOM - DINNG ROOM SUITES
RECLINERS AND ODDS AND ENDS
Early American Maple Finish, Solid Maple
Mediterranean, Traditional, Spanish
BE FIRST ... DON'T MISS THIS 20% OFF, 2-DAY SALE!
, *FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY .8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
WIGGINS FURNITURE
21/2 Miles North of Murray on Benton Roan Phone 753-4566
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